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Doctors to leave Health Services over contract disagreements

ing. "We've been very satisfied with
the quality of service provided by
Schnee and Novak," said Burnett
When the decision on whether or
Doctors Dain Novak and Amanda
Schnee will not be returning to Health not to stay at Rice for the '92-'93
Services next year after 12 years on school year had to be made, Novak
the job. Their departure comes opted for a more secure position
amongst contractual and budgetary elsewhere.
"I've enjoyed Rice. I've liked
disputes between the doctors and
the Deans' Office. The loss of Schnee working here. I really enjoy the stuand Novak is only the first of many dents. [I] have no complaints," said
changes expected at Health Services. Novak.
The one-year contract for the '92For the first 10 of the 12 years
Schnee and Novak worked at Health '93 school year that included both
Services, they had a series of suc- Schnee and Novak had already been
cessive two-year contracts. Starting drafted when Novak informed the
in 1990, however, the contracts be- administration that she would not be
came annual. According to Novak, returning. Schnee said that she then
when this change occurred, she be- told Burnett and Vice-President of
Student Affairs Ronald Stebbings that
gan looking for new employment.
"When it went to one-year [con- she would be willing to work under
tracts ], I was uncomfortable with that the original contract with Novak's
because I am a single parent and 1 name removed. Schnee also offered
needed something that had more as part of her new contract to find a
replacement
security," she said.
According to Schnee, on March
Sarah Burnett, dean of students,
said the reason for going to annual 9, after a meeting with Stebbings,
instead of biennual contracts was to She received a call in which Burnett
give the university more flexibility in said that since a less experienced
changing Health Services. There physician would be replacing Novak,
was some anticipation that the uni- the administration wanted to cut the
versity might want to expand the Health Services budget from the
service, and the university didn't want amount that had been originally con^ to be locked into something that re- tracted for '92-'93.
Schnee said that she then offered
x duced the flexibility," she said.
.2
The decision to change the con- to do the job as written in the contract
^ tract had nothing to do with the qual- without the budget cut The followHealth Services doctors Dain Novak and Amanda Schnee will be leaving this year.
ity of care the doctors were provid- ing day she received a call from
Burnett who refused the offer.
"[ Burnett] said that they wanted
to cut the budget, and I said that I was
really offering to do the job as sole
Duncan also thanked the Athletic Willy's Pub, which lost $1,700 last director for the contract money that
by Eric Carmichael
Review Committee for its report, and year, will increase by $4,459 in fiscal had already been set aside, and she
thanked the Faculty Council Com year 93.
said that she would need 24 hours to
T h e Board of Governors apThe Board of Governors set the mittee on Athletics, chaired by history
think about it When I talked to them
budget for Fiscal Year 1993 in its professor Thomas Haskell, for its proved the budget that we recommended for Fiscal Year 1993, which
meeting March 17, continuing fund- preliminary report
T h e Board of Governors asked included the increase in the dising for the Athletic Department and
approving the increase in distribu- us for input; we gave the Board an tributive charges," said Vice Presitive charges for Willy's Puband other early version of the committee's dent for Finance and Administration
preliminary statement, a document Dean Currie.
auxiliary enterprises.
The increase in the distributive
"The Board...expresses its con- that will be sent to each member of
tinuing full support for our Depart- the faculty before the end of the se- charges is not certain, however. "My by Harlan Howe
ment of Athletics, including our ath- mester," said Haskell. T h e Board office is presently arranging a meetletic director, our coaches, and our knows that the faculty will be polled ing with Ronald Stebbings and other
Liz Carpenter, long-time Washplayers, and for our current athletic and that the Faculty Council Com representatives of Student Affairs,"
programs, including membership in mittee on Athletics will be making said Gil Brown, a budget officer in ington journalist and press secretary
for Lady Bird Johnson, spoke on
the Southwest Conference," said specific policy recommendations in Finance and Administration. T h e
changes
in the presidential campaign
fees
are
currently
in
the
budget
at
light
of
that
poll,
the
ARC
report,
and
Chairman of the Board Charles
other information. We did not expect theiroriginal calculated amount That trail March 17 in the RMC Grand
Duncan in a press release.
Hall. Carpenter cited stories of "po"The Athletic Department is very the Board to make a dramatic shift in is how they will remain, pending the
litical folklore" and related them to
outcome of these discussions."
pleased that the Board of Governors the program at this time."
Further information regarding the the current political situation. She
The Board also approved the inhas reaffirmed their support of our
also noted problems with the scruintercollegiate athletic program," said crease in the distributive charges for Board of Governors meeting was not
tiny of candidate's lives, the absence
Athletic Department Director Bobby auxiliary enterprises run by the uni- available.
of a sense of humor in modern poliversity. Distributive charges for
May.
tics, the effect of the modern press
and the lack of a strong voice in
American politics.
"What makes presidental politics
as addictive as drugs?" Carpenter
asked. "We're still wishing for the
perfect candidate."
Even after seeing so many elections, Americans still have faith in
the system, she said. They still expect perfection."
The candidates in turn respond.
Carpenter said while she was working as Assistant Director of the Department of Education under Jimmy
Carter, she was asked to fill out a
form which included the question,
" Do you have any relatives that migh t
embarrass the President'"
"Well," she said. "You rt^nember
Billy Carter.... I wrote, thousands."
Every moment of a candidate's
life, no matter how long ago, is
scrutinized, said Carpenter. It is
getting to the point, she said, that "at
the age of six, children are being told
by their mothers that if they want to
grow up to be president they have to
be neutered now."
The entire talk was filed with
Carpenter's sense of humor. DeLovett Senior Steven Brittain had his Fiat put in Lovett commons and ticketed for illegal parking on his birthday.
scribing the beginning of her career,

by Sam Cole

Board supports Athletics, Pub charges

Tuesday afternoon, theanswer [was]
no," said Schnee. T h e y have no other
proposals."
According to Burnett the administration wanted Schnee to return,
but they could not accept her offer.
"After Novak decided she did n't want
to return, Schnee made an offer that
we were not comfortable with," said
Burnett
Schnee said it is really not her
choice to leave. "I really would like
students to know I don't want to leave
Rice at this time. I told both Dean
Stebbings and Sarah Burnett that I'd
like to do it for at least two more years
. . . and perhaps longer," she said. "1
didn't want to leave Rice at this time
[but my] contract's not being renewed."
For Schnee, the real issue is who
controls the Health Services budget.
"We ha[dj some freedoms to buy
expensive medications and dressings
[that worked better] because there
was no [outside] control," she said.
In an open letter advertisement to
the students of Rice, appearing in
today's Thresher, Schnee raised the
issue of a possible conflict of interest
in the Dean's Office. "Budget control
by the physicians has never been an
issue in the past, and budget control
by the Dean of Students...may even
represent a conflict of interest."
Burnett has denied any conflict of
interest "I can't see any reason why
there should be a conflict of interest.
The university can hire employees
as it chooses without there being any
conflict of interest"
In the same letter, Schnee warned
that changes in Health Services are
taking place without proper student
input "Changes are being instituted
SEE HEALTH. PAGE 12

Carpenter pokes fun at
political campaigns

Talk about illegal parking...

she said, "In 1942 the year of our
Lord and Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
I went to Washington fresh with my
journalism degree and my virtue intact I still have the degree."
Carpenter said humor is notably
absent from recent politics. "I think
we lost some of the healthy'Jaughter
in'fraditional politics," she said. T h e
candidates can't laugh at themselves."
She attributes the absence of humor in large extent, to the modern
media. T V has made every minute
count and every second cost," she
said. "Politics is becoming a precision business."
Lack of communication between
candidates and voters is another
change brought about by today's
media. Carpenter said. "Politics has
become big money and small sound
bites," she said.
She referred to one incident in
which Lyndon Johnson delivered an
unusually long speech during a train
tour. Recalling that the train started
to leave in order stay on schedule
while Johnson continued to orate
from the caboose, she said. "LBJ
SEE POLITICS PAGE

FEATURE
Who decides what
goes on around here
anyway?
It's time to Meet the
Board...
See page 10
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Novak, Schnee's leaving a
reminder of importance,
advances of Health Services
"Every time you go to Health Services, they say you're pregnant or you've
got mono."
It's an old Rice joke, but despite the jokes, students depend on the
judgement of the people at Health Services every day.
Whether Doctors Dain Novak or Amanda Schnee are distributing decongestants, examining a broken nose from an intramural game, giving contraceptive counseling or administering allergy shots, Health Services affects
us all
Therefore it is critical that this may be Novak and Schnee's last semester
at Rice.
Novak has found other employment and Schnee's contract negotiation
with Rice is locked in a stalemate. Their departures will leave a void.
Schnee and Novak transformed Health Services over the past 12 years
from an impersonal office with 10 doctors on rotation to a consistent, friendly
clinic.
They have developed a rapport with the students. They know the personal
histories not on thecharts. (For example, if a woman is sexually assaulted and
concerned about a venereal disease or even AIDS, she would need to explain
her history again to the new doctor, someone potentially less sympathetic.)
Schnee and Novak have a reputation for understanding students' personal
problems. They know that it is not practical to expect students to stay in bed
for a week with a cold, and they understand the academic demands regularly
placed on students. They know Rice.
Additionally, Schnee and Novak are familiar with the Houston medical
services and know where to refer students. Many of the specialists even offer
discounts to referred Rice students.
If Schnee and the administration cannot reconcile their disagreements, it
is imperative that Health Services not revert back to the indifferent environment
that existed before Schnee and Novak came to Rice.
Health Services is here to provide a low cost, on-campus facility (especially for those Rice students who do not have a car). Currently, Health
Services gives antibiotics and other medications to sick students. This must
continue—it would be ridiculous to hand a feverish student a prescription and
expect him to walk to the Village to obtain the medicine.
One of the replacement doctors hired must be female. This allows women
To the editors,
to feel more comfortable during gynecological exams (for disease or even
After a year of work by the Athletic
regular Pap smears). It is intimidating to talk to a male about a feared
Review Committee, it took the Board
pregnancy or discuss the possibility of disease. The ensuing examination
of Governors only a few hours of decould be even more embarassing.
bate to overwhelmingly decide to keep
Dean Burnett, in a news story this week, said the students will be polled
Rice athletics at its Division IA status.
about potential changes in the Health Services program. These changes
While this decision is bothersome to
could include moving the location or changing the services offered.
many members of the Rice commuMoving the facility to Jones college or even off-campus could only be
nity, including myself, I am sure that
detrimental, as these locations are less accessible. It is difficult enough to
we could all accept it, as long as we
persuade students to trek across campus to Jones for parties when they are
knew that the Board of Governors
healthy. When they are sick, they want the closest possible facility. Additionhad carefully reviewed the ARC really, Rice students do not have time to schedule appointments off-campus
port However, from statements made
with other physicians for routine throat cultures, especially when the campus
by Charles Duncan, chair of the board,
police do not have time to drive them. Yet these are some of the suggestions
it appears that this careful review was
Dean Burnett proposed.
not done. As a result, Duncan has
Change is not always bad, and we should not automatically reject suggesmade several statements which are
tions to alter the status quo. At the same time we need to be careful not to
directly contradicted by the facts
throw away the work of Schnee and Novak on the development of a better
contained in the report.
Health Services clinic as soon as they leave their office.
Duncan was quoted by the
Chronicle as saying that the athletic
department "is doing quite a good
job. We are reducing the deficit."
When Table 3-1 of the ARC report is
examined, this statement is shown to
be patently false. While there have
been fluctuations, the general trend
of the net cost of athletics to Rice is an
Ann Zitterkopf, Harlan Howe
upward one. For the 1982-83 year,
Editors-in-chief
the net cost of athletics was $1.39
Chad Carson
David Mansfield
million. In 1987-88, the costwas$3.76
Managing Editor
Business Manager
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million. In 1990-91, the costwas $4.32
million. This year, the ARC estimates
the net cost of athletics to Rice to be
a record $4.6 million. It is inane for
Duncan to call this a "reduction."
Duncan also said, "the graduation
rates are just exceptional; one of the
highest in the nation." The ARC report compared Rice to seven other
schools that are similar academically,
and found that we ranked sixth out of
eight with regard to graduation rates.
Our five year graduation rate of 70.1%
for athletes was worse than Duke,
Notre Dame, Northwestern, and
Stanford. It scares me that the chair of
our own Board of Governors can call
such mediocrity "exceptional."
Somehow, I would hope that he would
expect something better from Rice.
Duncan went on to assert, "I'm
proud of the athletic department at
Rice. They're doing it just the right
way with absolute integrity." I fail to
see how anyone could associate athletics with "integrity" after reading in
the ARC report that, from 1986 to
1991, over half of the students convicted of Honor Council violations
were athletes, whereas athletes make
up only 11% of the student popula-

tion. I am relieved that most Honor
Code-abiding Rice students do not
view integrity in the same way that
Duncan does.
Duncan summarized the decision
of the Board of Governors by saying,
"it is an unqualified statement of support." This, in effect, is an absolute
mandate to the athletic department
to keep doing what they have been. It
would have been much more logical
to qualify theadministration's support
on whether or not the athletic department can fix the academic and
financial problems outlined in the
report President Rupp explained the
reason the Board chose not to do
that; "Anything less than such full
support would be unworthy of the
excellence that characterizes this
University." I find it disappointing
that Rupp and the Board of Governors
do not realize that the continued existence of the athletic department is
unworthy of the excellence that
characterizes this University. The
status quo has, I am afraid, been
rubber stamped.
Bradley Monton
Jones ' 9 4

Goldsmith misses distinction between
rational discourse and barbarian threats
To the editors,
Two weeks ago, an article was
printed stating that an outspoken
critic of the athletic program here
had been threatened over spring
break, and that as a consequence,
this critic would write no more articles
for the Thresher.
This disturbs me greatly. The
barbarians have won again; certainly,
I would find it difficult to continue
criticizing a program if I had had my
well-being and that of my parents
threatened as a consequence of my
criticism. However, I too believe that
Rice has no place in Division I athletics. I'm in the directory, and I even
have an answering machine, so
would-be phone terrorists don't have
to confront me personally. A word of
caution to the anonymous caller:
finding and threatening everyone who
dares to criticize Rice athletics will
certainly be time-consuming, and
probably counterproductive.
The anonymous caller—whether
a "young black male," a major supporter of the Rice athletic program,

neither, or both—clearly has no place
in a civilized society; his action lies
far beyond the pale of anything socially acceptable. What bothers me,
at least as much, however, if not more,
than some barely housebroken thug's
threat to someone's person based on
arguments presented in rational, if
vituperative, discourse, is Coach Fred
Goldsmith's reaction—or lack
thereof—to this threat
"I obviously can't condone...it,"
he said to the Thresher. The very
phrasing of such a statement connotes, "I can't condone it, but I really
would like to." No one, I think, asked
Mr. Goldsmith to condone the phone
call. What he should have done—indeed, what any person who believes
that rational discourse is a better
method than mindless violence for
solving problems should do in such a
case—is to unequivocally condemn
such acts of anonymous terrorism,
whichever side's cause one believes
to be just The closest he came to
doing so was saying that "juvenile
acts like threats and criticism of the

athletic program '[continue] to polarize people on campus'."
This brings me to the second bone
of contention with Goldsmith's statement in which he also claimed that the
phone call was "like the criticism of
[the football players].. .justan example
from the other side." There is a great
d£al of difference between stating "I do
not believe that Rice should compete
in Division I athletics, for the following
reasons," and "You watch your step
now...0r you'll hurt like you've never
hurt before." As far as I am aware,
nowhere in the long-protracted battle
over the athletic program, did anyone
ever propose intimidation of athletes
and their families as a solution to the
problem. If Mr. Goldsmith is unable to
perceive the difference between reasoned arguments, proceeding logically
from certain facts and assumptions,
and anonymous promises of impending dismemberment then I question
his fitness for inclusion in civilized society.
Adam Thornton
WIess ' 9 4
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Direct participatory democracy needed in residential colleges
A M I T DINESH MEHTA

The eight residential colleges are
managed by elected, representative
govern ments that allocate college resources to manage facilities and
throw parties for the benefit of the
students. I believe that the residential
colleges should consider a one year
experiment in direct participatory
democracy. In other words, while
the existing institutions—president,
justices, secretary, coordinators—
could remain intact, the right to vote
at cabinet meetings should be disseminated to all college members in
attendance. The motivation for such
an experiment can best be explained
by comparing the virtues of the participatory and representative systems
in a historical context
Athens provided the world with
its first real experiment in participatory democracy. Armed with a
democratic constitution and dynamic
leadership, the Athenian city-state
managed to defy the autocratic norms
of the age and implement an egalitarian vision in public affairs. Indeed,
this vision sowed many of the seeds
of the enlightenment and the revolutions of the eighteenth century.
The success of participatory democracy in Athens was facilitated by
the presence of many circumstances,
factors which are often lacking in
contemporary republican governments. First, Athens was sufficiently
small to make a direct form of democracy feasible and—in the context of
existing institutions—provided ample
decision-making abilities. Most Classical Greek city-states contained
around 250,000 members, and the
system successfully involved all
members of the political community.
Second, the citizens within the polis,
the Greek city-state, were committed
to the political process and well-educated in the affairs of government;
they believed that their personal interests were intertwined with the
political welfare of the community.
Third, Athens had responsible and
dynamic leadership that enabled the
government to handle crises and respond to extreme demands.
Thus, in the broadest sense, Athens provided the model forthe Greek
polis. As Margaret Canovan explains
in The Political Thought of Hannah
Arendt.
The polis was an association offree
citizens, who... met in the public arena
as equals to concern themselves with
their common affairs and to seek distinction among their fellows... Politics, the public activity of the polis, was
characterized by equality, not government; persuasion, not force; freedom,
not necessity.
The Athenians did exclude women,
children, slaves, and resident aliens
from the political community. However, within the political community,
all members were treated as equals in
the public sphere. The consensus of
this community was both a desirable
and practical mandate for collective
action. A representative and hierarchical command structure was not
necessary or uniquely advantageous
over the participatory approach.
In many other situations, the
Athenian model has been justly
criticized. As Yale historian Donald
Kagan explains, critics "complained
of the lack of uniform good character
in the citizens, who were
unpredictably involved in various
activities and masters of none...."
Plato approached the problem from
a different angle, arguing that such
democracy "distributes a sort of
equality to equal and unequal alike,"
and that certain individuals are best
fit to constitute a ruling class.
These criticisms, among others,
certainly hold true in the case of the
United States. First, the United States
is far too large and unwieldy to entertain participatory democracy. A
representative government—led by
full-time politicians—is the most
practical alternative. Second, the
United States cannot be confident
that all or even most of its citizens are
sufficiently educated or motivated to
contribute to the political process in
a direct and positive way. Third, te-

sponsible leadership is a necessary
but not sufficient condition for the
U.S. government to be responsive in
a crisis situation. For instance, regardless of the quality of our leadership, Congressional authorization to
launch a nuclear strike against a
hostile country cannot be effectively
issued in a participatory setting. Such
a system would be too slow and unwieldy to meet the demands placed
upon a global superpower.
The question we must ask ourselves, then, is whether Athens or
the United States provides a more
appropriate model for a residential
college community. A residential
college contains a few hundred
people. Furthermore, the members
of the college—individuals who attend parties and use college facilities—are quite capable of understanding the affairs of student government Additionally, a residential
college never has to go to war or
make any other critical decision under high pressure. There is no need
for a swift and responsive government The representative or republican
model is designed to solve practical
Problems that do not exist at the residential college!
Perhaps Plato would argue that
the college has different classes of
people, that the politico class is best
fit to rule and thus should continue to
dominate the candidate pool and run
the government However, it seems
more likely that all Rice students are
sufficiently intelligent and insightful
to contribute to the process; that, if
anything, breaking the power of the
politico clique would be a positive
change. In any case, most cabinet
affairs are so simple that there is no
reason not to treat all college mem
bers as equals; there is no reason not
to seek a consensus among all mem
bers of the community.
This need not be a radical transformation. The existing institutions
would be preserved, and government
services would continue in their
current form. The only change would
be in the number of people allowed to
vote in cabinet decisions.
There are many arguments
against such a change, but it appears
that the benefits—Arendt's raison
d'etre of the polis—could outweigh
these risks. And the risks are not so
great that we should refuse to launch
a one-year experiment with the participatory system
One objection is that many college
members will continue to be apathetic, and their absence will preclude a true community consensus.
Certainly, the political community will
include only those college members
sufficiently motivated to exercise
theirrighttovote. However, the right
itselfwould be extended to all college
members. Those who do not exercise
it are expressing their satisfaction
with the system by casting "neutral
votes" that will not be incorporated
into the totals. Furthermore, many
colleges have impressive attendance
levels at their current cabinet meetings. If all meeting attenders were
given the right to vote, this level of
college participation would rise substantially.
In addition, it is not clear that
current attempts to involve apathetic
college members have been more
successful. At Lovett, the cabinet includes three voting "members-atlarge" who are designated to seek
out student feedback on government
decisions and represent these views
at meetings. It is generally recognized
that this role so far has not been
achieved; the members-at-large essentially do nothing but vote. At
Hanszen, the cabinet includes section reps who are assigned to poll the
residents of their section and represent the section majority in theirvote.
However, according to some
Hanszen residents, many college
members do not identify with the
system or interact with their representatives. Additionally, it cannotbe.
feasible to conduct an extensive 1
opinion poll with regard to every
cabinet decision; the inclusiveness
of this system seems to be very limited at best.
A second objection is that radical

are elected for their skills and commitment at performing specific functions, not for their scruples. I don't
believe that a larger cross-section of
thecollegecommunity would be more
likely to perpetrate these abuses.
In addition, a system can include
various checks to prevent such a
situation. One option would be to
require that an agenda for appropriations and binding resolutions for
the next week's meeting be the last
item on the agenda for a meeting.
This agenda must then be approved
a week in advance. Thus, a radical
faction would not be able to take the
college by surprise; members would
factions within the college can sud- have a week's notice to consider their
denly arrive in large numbers and proposal and come to stop it. (Of
cause serious damage to the govern- course, if members do not come to
ment by passing binding resolutions stop it, there is some question as to
or appropriating college resources. whether it should be stopped) Since
As an ex-participant in college gov- all itemscannotbedesignated aweek
ernment, I find it difficult to assign in advance, items could be added to
superior moral or ideological cre- the agenda at the meeting with apdentials to the politico. Year after year, proval from the president, the college
around fifteen people control college master, and/or two-thirds of the
resources, and the potential for abuse college members present Thus, the
has not been realized. These people rubber-stamping sequences would

As a former
politico, I find it
difficult to assign
superior moral or
ideological
credentials to
the politico.

not be changed. Another option
would be to give the elected college
court the ability to veto unconstitutional proposals. The specific checks
should be a matter for each residential
college to implement on its own.
However, one must keep in mind
that these checks only concern a
hypothetical situation that will probably never exist
In any case, college government
should be experimental. The stakes
are quite small in our microcosm of
society. We can afford to gamble with
new ideas, to test new ways of handling our resources. We might see a
dramatic, positive change in the residential college experience. Or, if we
see unforeseen consequences, we
can simply return to our current
practices. This would be an experiment, and, after observing and participating in college government, 1
believe that an experiment in participatory democracy is an idea whose
time has come.
Amit Dinesh Mehta is a senior at
lj>vett College.

Burnett concurs, Rice has higher standards
To the editors,
Michael Overcash's opinion piece
in lastweek's DjnesAerquestioned the
university's lack of response to recent revelations of student involvement in credit card abuse. The confidentiality requirements of the Code
of Judicial Procedure preclude my
commenting on the specific cases
cited; however, if it appears that the
university has been slow to act upon
a complaint against a student, it may
very well be that no complaint was
filed in my office, that no information
on the case was given to me or the
University Court that the evidence
needed to prosecute the was not

available to the university, or that a
victim was not willing to pursue the
matter within the university system.
A student convicted in criminal
court would not automatically be disciplined by the university; every student is entitled to a hearing under
our Code of Judicial Procedure. The
university is allowed to proceed with
its own hearings before, during, or
after criminal court hearings, but
cannot do so if the evidence needed
for prosecution is not available to the
university.
Rice University does expect from
its students a higher standard of conduct than the minimum required by

laws of the state to avoid prosecution,
and I agree with Overcash that Rice
has an obligation to protect the honest and responsible members of the
university community. However, the
university is obliged to follow its own
judicial procedures in dealing with
alleged offensesand cannot prosecute
without following those procedures.
I wholeheartedly agree with
Overcash that a sense of trust is vital
to this community, and that those
who violate the high standards of this
community should be disciplined.
Sarah Burnett
Dean of Students

Beer bike returns with a few changes
To the editors,
Beer bike is this weekend. The
biggest changes this year are in the
parade organization. We anticipate a
smoothly run, fermented-goatcheese-and-red-paint-free parade
(entire college teams will be disqualified from the race if any one
person chooses to throw any nonwater projectiles...go ahead, make
our day). We do encourage everyone
to cover speakers with plastic bags.
At the track, things are much the

same as other years. The one notable
change: the alcohol policy.
Fitzgerald's will be running the concession stand beer, and will be checking IDs and banding, so be nice and
don't forget your ID. People in the pit
area also need to get banded prior to
1:15 in order to drink in the pit This
includes riders and chuggers and
judges and alumni and GSA and security (wait, they can't drink at all).
Although it hasn't happened in
anyone's recent memory, should it

rain on Saturday, or excessively Friday night, the rain date is scheduled
for Sunday. If the track is still wet on
Sunday, we may just have to cancel.
But let's wait see and just hope for
the best
Don't forget suntan lotion, place
all bets early, and remember, it's not
too late tofinda date to Rondolet, and
have fun.
Audrey Chang
Amy Keener
Beer-Bike Coordinators

"Never did two men judge alike about
the same thing, and it is impossible to
find two opinions exactly alike, not
only in different men, but in the same
man at different times."—Montaigne
So, what are

"GREAT BOOKS"
and how do books become great?
Rice Forum
Monday, March 2 3
± 0 : 3 0 at night
in the Coffeehouse
S p o n s o r e d by The Rice Thresher.
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Dangers of off-campus life threaten lives, weaken college system
MICHAEL OVERCASH
March is room jack season at Rice
University. It is a stressful time of
year, even for upperclassmen. For
freshmen and sophomores, it's time
to face the bitter reality that you are
likely to be forced off-campus. Once,
this might have been considered
merely an inconvenience. Today, with
Houston's epidemic of violent crime,
whether you get on campus can be a
matter of life and death.
Last week, we read in the Thresher
of a student robbed at gunpoint and
shot in spite of his full compliance
with the demands of his assailants.
Earlier this year, the Thresher reported that several students were
robbed at gunpoint at their off-campus home. Not all incidents of offcampus crime reach the Thresher, of
course, but even unreported, relatively minor incidents can be very
disquieting.
Consider the following incident,
which occurred several weeks ago at
my apartment complex. My upstairs
neighbors, sophomore girls from
Baker, were receiving disturbing
phone calls. The caller would ask for
one of them by name and then hang
up as soon as she picked up the
phone. Later that evening, they heard
loud, persistent tapping on the window. Quite naturally fearing for their
safety, they locked themselves in the

bathroom and called the police, who
initially couldn't even find the complex. A second attempt was more
successful, but by then the total
elapsed time was well over 45 minutes. One wonders how quickly the
police would have been able to arrive
had there been a more serious
emergency.
Some might argue that the solution to such problems is finding an
apartment complex with better security. This is not a realistic solution,
since most apartment security can
only be considered very poor. Even
those that do make serious attempts
to bar intruders meet with only limited success, since nothing short of
barbed wire and guard dogs could
keep out a determined intruder. But
even such unthinkable measures
would not guarantee safety. After all,
your next-door neighbor could be a
rapist (or a mass-murderer consider
Jeffrey Dahmer). Finally, the apartment complexes with the best security are often out of the price range of
many students. Off-campus students
of moderate means (or with siblings
in college) are unfortunately most
susceptible to violent crime.
Of course, the sad truth is that
even the comparatively safe Rice
campus is not entirely safe. But serious crime is difficult to perpetrate
for two reasons. First, there is significant student activity at almost all
hours of the day and night A would-

to all of our Volunteers
and the entire Rjce
community
for helping to make

Owl Day 1992
a success!

Your next-door
neighbor
could be
Jeffrey Dahmer.
be assailant must always worry that
some denizen of Ryon or the Pub will
wander by in the midst of the crime.
Second, the campus police have a
response time of under three minutes, and they are constantly patrolling the campus. Finally, the emergency police phones located about
campus are also a valuable asset in
maintaining campus safety.
Given these considerations, it
seems clear that on-campus life, despite its dangers, is significantly safer
than off-campus life. Despite this fact.
Rice university has unconscionably
made no effort to address the longstanding shortage of on-campus
housing. Rice can attack the problem
two ways: by increasing the quantity
of housing and by decreasing the
number of students. Let us first address the arguments relating to decreasing the number of students.
The admission office has demonstrated a propensity in recent years
to admit more new students than
planned. Deciding how many acceptance letters to send is at best a process of educated guessing, but every
"extra" student admitted taxes the
university's limited resources, including classrooms, computer facilities, scholarship funds, financial aid
and housing. Given the costs of excessive numbers of admissions, the
admission office should give serious
attention to this problem
Building additional housing in the
form of a ninth college is also an
option worthy of consideration. The
strongest argument against it stems
from a survey of off-campus students
conducted by a faculty committee a
couple of years ago. The survey indicated that while many students
living off-campus had been forced off
against their will, many of them, in
retrospect regarded it as a positive
experience and intended to stay off
campus. Consequently, the commit-
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Of course, I have neglected one
option available for students jacked
off campus—living in the graduate
house. Even aside from the fact that
the graduate house is literally an old
motel, the graduate house cannot be
considered a serious solution to Rice's
housing shortage. The graduate
house shares almost every inconvenience of living off-campus in an
apartment While graduate house
residents admittedly don't have to
drive to school every day, they are
still isolated from normal college life.
For graduate house residents, however, this isolation comes in the form
of a 20 minute walk rather than a 20
minute drive. Consequently, students
in the graduate house cannot participate in college life as fully as their
counterparts on campus. Safety in
the graduate house is also somewhat
less than on-campus, simply by virtue of the fact that students must
walk about Main to get to and from
campus. Butthe most damning argument against the graduate house is
that students simply do not like it.
Out of hundreds of students forced
off campus each year, only a tiny
fraction choose to live in the graduate house.
Off-campus life is not uniformly
awful. It offers, among other things,
decent accommodations and relatively inexpensive housing. Despite
this, I think I speak for many students
when I argue that the shortage of oncampus housing is one of Rice's
greatest shortcomings. During my
year of banishment (and this is indeed
how I view it), I have been ill-informed
of on-campus events. I have been
robbed of the opportunity to participate in many college activities and
events. I have had extreme difficulty
meeting the members of the freshman class, and I will have still more
difficulties nextyearwhen they are o ffcampus. Excluded from college life
and severely threatened by the violent crime which plagues Houston, I
urge the administration in the strongest terms to give serious attention
to addressing the Rice housing
shortage.
Michael Overcash is a sophomore at
Lovett College.

Ninth college needed for safety
JOHN MCCOY

from the On-Campus
Programs Committee of the
Student Admission Council

tee concluded that a ninth college
wasn't needed.
0
This argument is misapplied. It is
not an argument against a ninth college, but rather an extraordinarily
strong argument for a ninth college.
Off-campus students weaken the college system. Consequently, university policy should aim to keep students on-campus.
I think most students would agree
that the college system is the most
valuable part of the Rice experience.
Without it, 1 see little to separate Rice
from other universities of a similar
academic caliber. Living off-campus
unquestionably constrains a student's
ability to participate in any on-campus event or activity. I live in an
apartment relatively close to Rice,
yet I can expect (when parking is
taken into account) a 15 to 20 minute
commute to Lovett. This makes for a
round trip of 30 to 40 minutes, which
gives me considerable motivation to
stay at home whenever possible. For
those of you who have never lived offcampus, imagine losing 40 minutes
of your day every time you wanted to
go to chug practice or a study break.
But the commute is not the only
barrier to participation. The very fact
that you are not on-campus makes
much of the ordinary contact between
students impossible. A freshman in
Physics 101 simply cannot come upstairs and ask for help. Off-campus
stu dents are also generally very poorly
informed about on-campus events (especially informal ones). Far too often,
I have learned of on-campus events
only after the fact It is no surprise that
off-campus students are, in general,
less active in their college's events and
activitiesjtf the college system is indeed (asTbeKeve) an integral part of
the Rice experience, we should make
every effort to encourage on-campus
residence of all students.
However, even building a ninth
college won't be enough if the admission office uses the opportunity to
admit more students. This would
defeat the entire purpose of building
additional housing. I trust that if a
ninth college were constructed, the
administration would take strong
measures to prevent such an occurrence.

Last week I reported on a Rice
studentwho was shotat his apartment
complex, and this, for me, brought
into focusthe single most convincing
argument for more housing on campus: Houston's crime rate.
In my rage after being bumped
last year, I composed a letter to the
editor calling for the building of a
ninth college. I felt that all students
should have the option of living on
campus all four years but was discouraged from submitting the letter
by friends' arguments against the
idea. Now, having lived OC for a year
and in light of recent events, I am
convinced that personal safety overrides all other considerations.
Houston is known nationally for
its crime, supplanting New York and
Washington D.C. in many areas as
the crime capital. Rice is fortunately
located in a well-off, relatively safe
area, but Houston's lack of zoning
laws means that a short distance in
any direction takes you into some
scary places.
Many Rice students do not come
from large cities, and are therefore
unused to dealing with potential
crime on a daily basis. Either through
naiVete or just bad luck, many fall
victim. David Baird was highly aware
of crime; he told me that he normally
wears his motorcycle helmet into his
apartment to protect himself from
physical attack, yet he almost lost his
life. My friends' apartment was
robbed twice last semester, once by
two men with shotguns while they
were all home. They have since
moved, but the point is: you cannot
know if your situation is unsafe until

something happens.
What will next year's crop of
sophomore OCsencounter? Howwill
next year's headlines read?
I remember the painful expression
on the face of my Owl's mother last
year when I explained to her that
most sophomores have to live off
campus. Clearly, the prospect of
sending her son out into Houston did
not sit well with her. I wonder how
many students and parents hesitate
to choose Rice, knowing that students
are forced to fend for themselves for
a year, or indeed would hesitate if
they knew the full facts of the situation.
Typically well-off college students
are taigets for crime; in addition, the
late-night schedule most students
keep puts them at risk. If I want to
participate in campus activities and
study with friends, late nights are
mandatory. I regularly arrive back at
my apartment at 2 am., and I'm highly
conscious of the risk. Last week's
incident reminded me that an
awareness of the danger will not always enable me to avoid it
I realize that college campuses
are not immune to crime, but crime
statistics on campus in no way compare to those for outside Houston.
H PD is overworked; we have a police
force here at Rice which is focused
on our protection, and the student
body comprises a kind of neighborhood watch which helps further secure the situation, and which is absent
in the average apartment complex.
Friends have p r e s e n t e d to me
several arguments against ^ g r e
housing on campus, most of which
center on adverse effects on the
University. Some say that with an
additional college, enrollment will

increase and the shortage will continue to exist They also point out
that students are attracted to Rice for
its small size, and that any increase ill
enrollment will put a strain on services and course offerings.
I argue that if the admissions department can maintain the level of
capacity it does now, it can set its
limit anywhere and avoid overages.
If watched, enrollment need not exceed capacity—as demonstrated by
Princeton, which guarantees four
years of housing for its undergraduates. Also, an additional college would
not require an incremental jump in
enrollment If each college's membership was made slightly smaller,
say by thirty people, the number of
people currently bumped off campus
every year would almost fill a ninth
college.
Someone suggested to me that
with the state of the alcohol policy,
the campus may soon go dry, and
that rooms would sit empty because
a large percentage of students would
choose to live off campus. This argument is only speculative, and, again,
I feel that such considerations pale in
comparison to the issue of personal
safety.
I have heard from a faculty member that Rice has received and turned
down offers for funding, and that
plans for the building of a ninth college do exist dormant somewhere. I
urge the administration to activate
those plans, and I urge the student
body to demand action to insure
protection. Going to college should
not require students to put themselves at physical risk or live in fear.
John McCoy is a sophomore at Brown
College.
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Admission processes different for different applicant groups
CHANDLER DAVIDSON
In a previous column, I gave a
brief account of minority admissions
at Rice from 1912, when the university opened, through 1965, when the
first African American undergraduates arrived on campus, to the
present, when over 13 percent of the
freshman class is black or Mexican
American. Today I will describe the
Rice undergraduate admission process or, more accurately, processes.
For there are, in fact, not one but
several different procedures for admitting applicants, and, to make
matters more confusing, these procedures have changed over time, and
are still changing today.
When Dean of Admission and
Records Richard Stabell first came to
Rice in the 1960s, a director of admission and two counselors prepared
the admission applications for the
faculty admission committee, a
standing university committee. This
three-member staff had no input into
the process at that time, Stabell says.
Only later did the staff become involved in the selection process, primarily because of the sheer increase
in applications. In 1972 there were
1600applications for a freshman class
of approximately 600, excluding
scholarship athletes. This year 7400
applications were received for the
same size class. Gradually the staff
became the primary readers of application folders, and the work of the
faculty on the admission committee
changed its focus.
Today Stabell and Ron Moss, director of admission, oversee a staff of
six officers who recruit and read applications. Prof. Fred Rudolph of
Biochemistry chairs the approximately thirty-member admission
committee (this year including thirty
faculty, three students and two
alumnae) which also reads applications. The process, generally speaking, goes as follows.
The staff chooses the applicants it
thinks should be accepted, and puts
their application folders on a shelf for
the committee to read as it wishes.
Generally, the science faculty reads
science folders, the engineering faculty reads the engineering ones, and
the humanities and social science
faculty reads the "academ" folders.
In this process some African American and Mexican American students
are chosen.
But because these two ethnic
groups are "target groups" that are
underrepresented at Rice as a result
of the historical discrimination I described earlier, applicantsfromthose
groups who appear quite promising
to theadmission staff butwho did not
make the first cut are discussed once
again by the "minority concerns"
subcommittee, which consists of all
staffand faculty committee members
who wish to join. If the majority of
this committee believes some of the
minority applicants should be reconsidered, it so recommends.
After the admission committee
has finished reading all folders, the
admission staff and the chair of the
committee make the final decisions.
About twice as many offers are made
as there are positions available in the
freshman class A list of promising
applicants are "wait listed," and if the
600 positions are not filled by May 1,
those at the top of the wait list are
accepted.
This is the general process, but it
works differently for each of three
groups of applicants. First, the architecture applicants are reviewed
separately by the architecture faculty,
who indicate to the admission office
which students it wants. If these
students pass muster with the admission office, they are accepted as
part of the architecture quota. If they
do not pass muster, they must c o m
pete with non-architecture applicants
in the regular pool.
Second, athletes are admitted
through a different process. Coaches
bring transcriptsof potential recruits
to the athletic counselor, Julie
Griswold, who screens and then
submits them to Stabell. There is a
special formula devised by the ad-

ministration and the athletic department to determine whether athletic
applicants are academically admissible. The standards are significantly
lower than those forthe student body
as a whole. If the applicants meet
these lower standards, they are admitted. If they do not, their folders
may be sent to Vice President for
Student Affairs Ronald Stebbings,
who can admit as many as eleven
exceptions. Athletes are the only
group of applicants who entirely bypass the admission committee.
Third, applicants to the Shepherd
School apply to the admission office
but also audition with the music faculty. Unlike the athletes, their folders
may be read by the admission committee. If the students pass muster
with the admission office and the
Shepherd School wants them, they
are admitted. If they don't pass muster, exceptions may be granted by
Stebbings, just as with the athletes. In
recent years the admission committee, in its annual report to the faculty,
has judged the Shepherd School applicants generally to be academically
capable while, as stated in its latest
report, it "has continuing concerns
about the scholarship athletes."
What criteria are used to decide
which of the 7,400 applicants get admitted? One is tempted to say none...
and many. Both answers would be
true. None, because some outstanding athletes are admitted who have
extremely limited academic preparation. (The majority of athletes do not
fall in this category, however.) Many,
because all of Rice's schools have
high but rather different notions of
excellence and these, moreover, are
not carved in stone. Science and engineering have target SAT math
scores and science background
qualifications. The School of Architecture judges a student's portfolio.
The Shepherd School wants to know
how well a student can perform as a
musician.
But in addition, what considerations do the admission staff and
admission committee take into account? There are the obvious ones:
SAT and achievement test scores,
high school rank, kinds of courses
taken, teachers' and counselors'
recommendations, extra-curricular
involvement, awardswon, thequality
of the essays, disabilities overcome,
unusual personal characteristics.
Surprisingly, however (or maybe
not so surprisingly), there is not a
clear consensus among those reading the folders on how the various
criteria should be ranked. Readers
often have somewhat different ideas
of what is most important in Rice
students in general, and, more interesting still, they often differ over
the merits of a given applicant even
when they can agree on criteria
Thus there are often d isputes over
whom to accept A good many students now at Rice were not given a
unanimous "thumbs up" by all readers. Indeed, some Rice students were
originally wait-listed, meaning that
they did not receive a majority of the
subcommittee vote, and came here
because the first choices went elsewhere. While the evidence indicates
that wait-listed students are hard to
distinguish from others in terms of
academic performance once at Rice,
my point is simply that there is no
unequivocal ranking of applicants by
the readers, contrary to what 1 take to
be a widespread assumption in discussions of affirmative action. A different set of readers would undoubtedly accept a somewhat different
student body.
One of the biggest disagreements
has traditionally been over how "well
rounded" a student should be. During my years on the admission c o m
mittee, some readers argued that SAT
scores and high school rank were all
that should matter. Others believed
that no student should be admitted
who had nothing to recommend him
or her but high scores and grades—
even if those were very high. I personally witnessed the rejection of two
African American students with SAT
scores above 1400 because, so the
majority of readers on the subcommittees argued, they were "nerds":

they had participated in no extracurricular activities, demonstrated no
special interests or enthusiasms, and
apparently had little social life. High
scoring white students and other
ethnic minorities are often rejected
for this reason as well.
What obviously counts a great deal
overall is the applicant's SAT score,
the kinds of courses taken, and his or
her high school class rank. But many
other things enter in, too. The admission application folder contains space
for many different kinds of information about the student Conscientious
readers go through each folder
carefully and weigh the complex evidence. All folders are read by at least
three persons and as many as six.
My observation is that most readers also tend to put stock in how well
a student has overcome obstacles.

S o m e t i m e s the teacher's or
counselor's recommendation tells of
admirable struggles a student has
engaged in: overcoming the effects
of alcoholic parents or a devastating
divorce; working forty hours a week
to help pay the poverty-level family's
bills; overcoming traumatic injuries,
congenital blindness, or other
physical disabilities; mastering the
English language as a second language in an amazingly short period
of time; going on the migrant workers' trail with parents who are Mexican immigrants to pick fruit and vegetables for a living.
About the only general criterion
the staff and admission committee
members seem to agree on, finally, is
that the student who is admitted
should be able at the time he or she
matriculates to perform well in Rice's

demanding academic setting. They
seldom knowingly admit a student
who does not seem capable of doing
well, contributing to the university,
and growing personally and intellectually once on campus.
Having said this, I must reiterate
that there is more to the admission
process than the readers' simply examining the 7,400 applicants' academic potential and then voting on
the best 1,200 students. The admission process must accommodate a
formal quota system involving not
one, but six, quotas. In addition, it
has various informal admission criteria that are only indirectly related to
a student's academic ability. 1 will
discuss these in my next column.
Chandler Davidson is a professor of
sociology.
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O p e n Letter to the Students of Rice University from

Amanda Schnee, MD, Co-Director of Rice Student Health Services
I am very saddened by the Dean of Student's decision on March 10 not to renew the Student Health Services contract with me for '92 '93.
I first came to Rice in 1977 and negotiated an independent contract in 1981. Biannual contracts were approved from 1981 through 1989. In 1989
a major change was made when contract negotiation, until then done biannually, became an annual event. This did not prov ide for a sense of
permanence and security. A s a consequence, Dr. Novak has made the decision not to return to Rice in the Fall of 1992 and has since found more
secure employment. This effectively left me as the sole veteran physician running Health Services. While Icould have hand led the administrative
aspects of this, I would clearly have needed the assistance of another physician. The Health Services Budget had already been approved for the
'92-'93 year by the President's Office. I had made the offer to be the sole Director and recruit a high caliber physician to work with me for the
approved budget. Until now, all of the contracts signed by me with Rice University have designated me as an independent consultant contracted
to Rice. Control of the budget in the years '81 - ' 9 2 has been at the discretion of the physicians. Budgetary considerations have included salaries
for nurses, receptionists, physicians, and medical supplies. Control of the Budget allowed decisions to be made for purchase of medications,
diaphragms, and crutches provided free to the students.
The Dean of Students isof the opinion that the already approved budget money for'92-'93 should be reduced were a new physician be brought
to Rice. Budget control by the physicians has never been an issue in the past; budget control by the Dean of Students is at the very least
contractually irrelevant and may even represent a conflict of interest.
Health Services may have been thought expensive but they have been services of the highest quality.
The Student Health Services portion of the Student Health Fee has risen from $53.80 in 1981 to $69.00, an increase of 3 0 % over the 11 year
period. During the same period, tuition rose from $6,000 to $13,000, an increase of 110%.
I am proud to have been at Rice and know that I have provided a compassionate, quality service highlighted by the continuity of care possible
through the past 11 years.
I am proud of the fact that there have been only a handful of unwanted pregnancies in the years '81 -'92.
I am proud of the fact that since 19851 have refused to accede to the Administration's request to know how many HI V+ students there were
at Rice. I refused on the grounds that the potential for discrimination was greater than the risk of HIV transmission and that the administration
had never requested similar statistics for tuberculosis, gonorrhea, or syphilis.
I am proud of co-authoring the First A I D S Task Force Manual.
I am proud of my participation on the Acquaintance Rape, AIDS Task Fo^je, and Student Health Services Committees.
I am proud of the fact that the students at Rice came unscathed through two major Measles Epidemics in the Houston area in 1983 and 1989
because of aggressive immunization tactics.
I am proud of the fact that the number of student visits per year has increased from 4,000 in '81 -'82 to 10,000 in '91-'92 despite a limited
work environment of three examining rooms for two physicians.
I am proud of the relationship with major pharmaceutical firms and their supporting students by donating medication samples.
1 am proud that there have been more letters of thanks from parents than there have been complaints.
1 am proud of the fact thai the Student Health Services budget has not been in the red and that medicines, diaphragms, IUD's, crutches have
been available to students.
1 am proud of the fact that although Health Services was busy, visitors and, on occasion, faculty and staff were seen without hesitation.
I am proud of the fact that there have been no malpractice suits during the past 11 years at Rice.
I am proud of the fact that no accusation of "'conflict of interest" has been possible since I have contributed 100% of my professional time
to Rice and there has never been an issue of self referral. It seems to me inappropriate that a physician in private practice should work part time
under contract with Rice University because the opportunity would then exist to refer Rice students to that physician's private office fix further
investigation or follow-up and the generation of private fees.
1 am proud of the fact that there has been no breach of confidence during my service at Rice.
I am proud of the relationships established with the masters of the colleges.
I am proud of my Rice moniker Dr. Mom, of which I was unaware until 1989 w hen a Rice graduate in the community told me it had been
that for years.
The relationships with all my patients at Rice have enriched my life permanently.
It is not my choice to leave Rice University at this particular time and under these circumstances. It would have been my preference to have
f o r k e d constructively as Director with students, health representatives, faculty, and administration to ensure an efficient and quality health
service. Changes arc being instituted without consulting the Student I lealth Service Committee. Democratic principles do not appear to be at
work here.
I strongly urge the students of Rice University to take an active role in their Health Services to ensure that they have the kind of access, support,
and medical attention which they need.
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Commencement for all students; German president not wise choice
BRADLEY M O N T O N

Imagine, if you will, a speaker
coming to Rice whose father was
convicted of murder. The speaker
staunchly maintained his father's innocence. At this stage, we might feel
sorry for the speaker, and wonder if
his father was wrongfully convicted.
But now imagine that top historians
at Rice looked into the issue, and
decided that the trial was fair and that
the speaker's father wasguilty. Here,
we would begin to question the moral
and intellectual character of the
speaker, since he is not willing to
face the facts about his father. But,
we might decide that since the
speaker was not speaking about
anything related to his father, we
would still have him speak.
Now, let us assume that the
speaker's father was convicted of
having direct involvement in the death
of not one person, but of thousands of
people—perhaps hundreds of thousands of people. And, let us further
assume that the speaker was not
coming to give a normal speech on
campus, but was coming to be honored at commencement Would we
still want this speaker to come?
This is what is happening at Rice,
with Richard von Weizsacker, president of Germany, coming to speak at
our 1992 commencement. Francis
Ix>ewenheim, Rice history professor

and expert on modern European history, pointed out, "there are countless
documents directly linking [the father of] Weizsacker with the deportation and extermination of thousands—perhaps hundreds of thousands—of Jews. It was for one of
these episodes that he was convicted
and sentenced tofiveyears in prison."
I do not have a problem with
Weizsacker because, as Dean of Humanities Allen Matusow puts it, "as a
young man he defended his father at
Nuremberg." If this were the case, I
would d e e m it a p p r o p r i a t e for
Weizsacker to come to Rice. This,
however, is not the full extent of
Weizsacker's involvement In 1985,
while P r e s i d e n t of G e r m a n y .
WeizsScker said, "I really believe that
[my father] did not know about the
existence of the gas chambers and
systematic mass killing." Weizsacker
h a s called his f a t h e r ' s trial at
Nuremberg "lunacy." Thus, I am no,t,
as Rabbi Ben Zion Gold puts it "visiting thesinsofthe fathers upon their
sons." By actively defending his father in the face of massive amounts
of evidence to t h e c o n t r a r y ,
Weizsacker is doing that himself.
In protesting Weizsacker's c o m
ing to campus, I am not saying that
we should inhibit free speech on
campus.
I would
welcome
Weizsacker to campus to speak at
any normal speaking event, such as a
President's Lecture. At a President's

Lecture, people choose to come hear
what the speaker has to say. At
commencement, people come to
graduate and a speaker is placed
before them. At a President's Lecture,
the listeners are allowed, and even
expected, to question what the
speaker has to say. Commencement
is not followed by any such questionand-answer session.
But most importantly, at any normal speaking engagement, the Rice
community is not honoring the
speaker. At this commencement, the
administration, for all practical purposes, is forcing all the students,
faculty, and visitors who come to
honor Weizsacker. Noperson should
be required to honor someone who
has acted in a way that that person
vehemently abhors. And, there are
students who have problems with
We izsacker. Jones junior J ill Salomon
said, "I find his personal background
offensive." While Jones senior David
Mansfield was not happy with the
speaker, he concluded, "I can basically now walk and live with myself."
And, even if some students may not
have a p e r s o n a l problem with
Weizsacker, they do have a problem
with Rice bringing in a controversial
speaker. "I don't wantto have to walk
through picket lines to go to my c o m
mencement," I overheard a senior
say. Carl MacDowell, Assistant to
the President, told me, "I have a personal view, and I don't see him as a

controversial individual." But what
counts is not Carl MacDowell's view,
or George Rupp's view, or Mitra
Miller's view, but the view of all the
Rice students and faculty involved in
commencement When a significant
number of students and faculty feel
that Weizsacker iscontroversial,then
by default he is.
It has been argued that any politician who comes will be controversial, and will offend someone at Rice.
Possibly, this is true. But those who
use that argument as a justification
for inviting Weizsacker are missing
the point of commencement C o m
mencement is meant to be for the
students. It is meant to honor and
commend their hard work at Rice.
This is why, with few exceptions, the
President of the University has given
the commencement address. The
school has recently changed policy,
and is now bringing in the most
powerful, influential person it can.
But this new policy is obviously
pulling the focus away from the students. As Richard Stoll, political science professor, said, "Whenever you
have a speaker, it deflects attention
from the graduates. The focus of
graduation should be on the graduate, not on an outsider."
Weizsacker did not invite himself
to come speak at Rice because he
wanted to honor this year's graduating class, but only because he was
looking for some place to give a

r

WHAT IT TAKES T o GET INTO MEDICAL SCHOOL.
Learn all about the MCAT test and how to prepare for it. Discover what
Medical School admission departments are seeking for the '92 - '93 school
year, and receive information on financing your graduate studies.

Sunday, March 22
7:00 p.m.

Supper served.
Reservations, please
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speech that day. When all those
graduating seniors gather in the quad
on May 2,1 want each one to decide
whether that commencement is to
honor them, or for the political benefit of Rice University and President
Weizsacker. And, I want each one to
think about s t u d e n t s like Dave
Mansfield, who, as he walks down
that aisle, will be wondering whether
or not he can live with himself.
Bradley Monton is a sophomore at
Jones College.

Better communication
needed on
German
To the editors,
The choice of German President
Richard von Weizsacker as commencement speaker raises two important issues, that of the speaker
himself, and that of the selection process. On the first issue, while we may
still h a r b o u r d o u b t s a b o u t
Weizsacker, we feel, as did the selection committee, that this should
not necessarily disqualify him as a
speaker, particularly in light of his
commendable record on Holocaust
awareness since becoming president.
Nevertheless, this does not mean that
these objections are without merit,
or that we should fail to maintain our
vigilance on such issues.
On the issue of Weizsacker's selection, however, we find serious
fault. Obviously, a great deal of research was done on the German
President, as witnessed by Mitra
Miller's awareness of the Harvard
controversy and Rabbi Gold's article
in the Boston Globe. This research is
commendable, but if anything, it
should have left those involved with
an increased awareness of the sensitivities of many people toward President Weizsacker, and, as Ms. Miller
stated, "the mild controversy" which
would result from the announcement.
Despite this, neither the Rice Jewish
Community Relations Council, the
Rice Hillel, the Catholic Students Association (Weizsacker's father was
ambassador to the Vatican under
Hitler), nor the Houston Holocaust
Awareness Center was contacted. A
meeting with any of these groups
would not have meant asking for permission, which would have been inappropriate, but simply explaining
the situation before hand to those
most likely to have questions or objections. This could not have hurt,
and would most likely have defused a
good deal of the controversy. We
hope this reasoning would apply to a
speaker with any type of controversy
surrounding him, not simply one involving the Holocaust.
While careful con sideration of the
facts s h o w s t h a t P r e s i d e n t
Weizsacker will probably make an
outstanding speaker, addressing
questions about his merit is both
appropriate and necessary. Miller's
statement, "It's been blown way out
of proportion by Loewenheim" implies that he alone among faculty and
students has raised objection. Such a
conclusion would be false, and an
insult to a distinguished member of
the Rice faculty. If we are to be true to
the goals of this institution, then we
must make decisions such as those
about President Weizsacker only after addressing questions from all
parties in an respectful and open
manner. Only then may we proceed
with the confidence of support from
the entire Rice community.

David Diamond
Brown Cdltege '93
Tania Glowinski
Will Rice College '92
•' < Meredith Weiss
Will Rice College. '94
Dene Rubowitz
Baker College '92
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Victory over UT reminds
alum of athletics' import
To the editors,
As I reflect on last night*s win over
UT, I think of how the indescribably
great feeling of beating the Long horns
on national TV makes up for the years of
frustration from all the near misses. The
memories of the heartbreaking defeats
when we knew we were close and improving, but not quite there, make this
even more special. However, even if we
had lost this fantastic game in which
both teams played so well, the night
would still have been one to remember.
The sad part about the fact is that
there are some so-called intellectuals
who would have usbelieve that athletics
are detrimental to a university, especially one as academically-oriented as
Rice. The c r u s a d e led by T h o m a s
Haskell, Amit Mehta, e t al., is unbelievably misguided in asserting that sports
do not enhance a school's image. How
do they think the prospective students
here for Owl Day felt on their first
glimpse of Rice? How could the Owls
not get caught up in the electric atmosphere of the game, even without knowing the Rice athletic history and all the
pain the victory erased? I would be willing
to wager that more than a few who were
at the game and in the process of
choosing between Rice and some other
top schools will come here because of
the time they experf?nced last night
One of the best of Rice's professed
goalsistoattractawell-rounded student
body with diverse interests. Dropping
out of the SWC would seriously undermine, if not totally destroy, that goal.
First, I don't think anyone really believes
that a big win over North Texas or Sul
Ross State (which would probably seldom occur since our recruiting efforts
would be crippled by the combination of
our academic standards and the lack of
prestige associated with Division II or
III athletics) would excite any prospective Owls to the point of coming to Rice.
Even more important, though, is the
face that there are a lot of us (believe it

or not, Haskell) who are smart and also
happen to love sports.
My graduated friends include a
swimmer, a runner, a trainer, and an
SID assistant who all made excellent
grades an d now have great jobs or are in
graduate school. They have all brought
honor and diversity to the school and
not one of them, nor myself and many
others, would have even considered
going to Rice if it didn't have Division I
athletics. T h e r e are just too many
schools equally as good that do have
them. The only way I knew of Rice while
growing up in Colorado was from its
awful football teams. It was no coincidence that when I was choosing between colleges, I also applied to Duke
and Georgetown, and d i s r e g a r d e d
Harvey Mudd and Washington University. Obviously, schools with athletic
successgetmore widespread applicants
than those without
One other unique aspect of athletics
is that it brings a school together and
lets all the students show their pride to
everyone on the outside. Like it or not,
Haskell an d the rest of you myopic couch
potatoes, the entire studentbody is never
going to pack Autry Court an hour before
your latest lecture or cheer you on to
your newest research publication. Being
on ESPN last night gave Rice a national
forum where millions of people could
hear how great our school is and see
how enthusiastic and fun the students
are. Rice could be another geeky MIT if
we wanted to, but who does besides the
Haskells and Mehtas of the world? We
can still be just as smart Why ruin the
fun just as all of our teams are getting
good and the NCAA is making changes
allowing us to be even more competitive?
While sports have been frustrating here
at Rice, they have also provided great
fun and, lately, the promise of better
times to come.
Mike Gardner
BA. 1991
W i e s s College

Interdisciplinary

Mqjor in

Medieval Studies
The Interdisciplinary major In Medieval Studies allows students to
compare different medieval cultures and their common traditions in the
period between 500 and 1500 A.O. The purpose of this m^Jor Is to offer
students a broad background In the various aspects of medieval culture
combined with more specialized study In a chosen field of emphasis. The
available fields of emphasis are: Art History. History. Medieval Literature
in one or more departments (English, rrench, German, Spanish.
Classics), Music (for Music mayors or by permission), or Philosophy and
Religion. The program is administered by a faculty committee appointed
by the Dean of Humanities and chaired by Professor Jane Chance
(English), ext. 2625.
Classics
Lad 101, a (M/W/T
Latl 102. a (M/W/T

1:00)
1:00)

Kristtne Wallace
Kristine Wallace

First Ycm Latin
Pint Year Latin

Eaglhti
Engl 320.
Engl 323.
Engl 302.

f (T/Th 2:30)
a (T/Th 9:23)
a (Th l-4-.OO)

Introduction to HnUevaf Culture
Chaucer
Haw Approaches

Jane Chance
Jane Chariot.
Jane Chance

to Chaucer and the fourteenth Century

German
O m a n 407.

Hart 203.
Hart 319,

f (T/Th 9:23)

f (M/W/r 10:00)
a (T/Th 2:30)

Hlat 202, a (M/W/r 10:00)
Hlat 273. r(T/rh
1:00)
Hlat 281, f (M/W/r
Hlat 282.

11:00)

a (M/W/r 11:00)

Hlat 320. f (M/w/r
Hlat 337. a (TBA)
Hlat 44-0. a (W 2-3)

l-.oo)

( (TBA)
a (TBA)

Hlat 321.
Hlat 381,

German Literature
Medieval Women

of the Middle Ages In Translation:

Suaan

lUstorY rf Alt
Survey of Western Art: Ancient *nd M&dietvui
Gothic Art

Bertrant

ttlaton
Medieval History
Post-Biblical Jewish History I
(also offered aa Hist 373)
History of the Islamic near East;
600-I23S
(also offered as Hlat 381)
History of the Islamic Near East:
1238-180S
(also offered aa Hlat 382)
Science In Antiquity and the Middle Ages
History of Ancient and Medieval Law
Social and Economic History of Eurofre
In the Middle Ages
Directed Readings In Medieval History
Graduate Seminar In Medieval History

f (T/Th 2:30)

9tafT
Davezac

Stmf
Talya fTahnian
Paula Sander

o

Paula Sandera
Albert
Van Helden
Katherlne Drew
Catherine Drew
SUrf

Catherine Drew

Humanities
Hutna 320,

CJarh

Introduction to Medieval Culture
(also offered aa Engl 320, s)

Jane

Chance

Uuals
Mual 222,

a (M/W/T

Mual 429,

f (MW/T 9:00)

Phil 201.
Phil 301.

9:00)

f (T/Th 9:23)
a (T/Th 9:23)

Introduction to Musk: of the Middle Ages mini
Renaissance
Music of the Middle Ages
PhllV»9lHlY
History of Philosophy I: Ancient Br Medieval
Ancient and Medieval Philosophy

Honey

Me con I

Honey

Meconl

Donald
Donald

Morrison
Morriaon

Kslloleuz Similes
Hell 312. a (T7-10)

History of Religion:

Span 418, a (Th 2:30-3)
Span 313. f (TBA)
Span 318. a (Th 2:30-3)

Studies kt Medieval Spanish Literature
Hispanic Linguistics
Medieval Spanish Literature Graduate Trailer

The Western Tradition

Carrin Dunne

Spanish
Maria Tereaa Leal
Hector Urrutibeheliy
Maria Tereaa Leal

The Association of Rice Alumni
a n n o u n c e s the
SALLYPORT AWARD FOR STUDENT SERVICE
Nomination Deadline: March 27, 1 9 9 2
Are you aware of a student who has contributed
significant service to the Rice community? If so,
please fill out the nomination form below. Any
member of the Rice community may submit a nomination.
The Sallyport Award is presented by the Association
of Rice Alumni to recognize a deserving student who
has made contributions to the Rice community
above his or her individual college, and who may
not otherwise 'be recognized.
Previous recipients include:

I nominate

for the Sallyport Award.

My nominee Is presently a member of the class of 1992, affiliated with
college, and can be reached by phone at
faculty

Reference

Your Name

Phone

Address
I believe that my nominee should receive the Sallyport Award for the following
reasons (inclusion of a resume is required): attach additional pages if needed.

1989 Julie Lynn and Melissa Rawlins
Establishment of Rice Women's Alliance
1990 George Thomas
Special contributions to University Court
1991 Chap Atwell
Broadening understanding and support for
Honor Code through Honor Council
The Sallyport Award will be presented at the
Prizes and Awards Ceremony on the Friday
before Commencement. The recipient will
receive an engraved silver bowl and will be
recognized in Sallyport magazine.

Return to Alumni Relations office, 2nd Floor RMC, by 5:00 p.m.
r >
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IT me maf
YOU'RE
HE WANTS 70
KJPPING!
USB MB IN A
HJHATKJNP
/ SPOT! OFSPOT?

A BUSH ATTACK AD! HE WANTS
TO USE ORPINARY SOLPIERS
FROM PESERT STORM TO POINT
OUT HOW PAT BUCHANAN LBT
THEM DOWN...
/

IA

HcY, RAY, YOU REMEMBER
MY FRJENP MIKE DOONE5BURY* THEGUYUJB STAYEP
WITH IN NEW YORK ? HE
WANTS US TO MAKE SO MB
TV. ADS1

f THANKS FOR ANY- MERE
D0IN6 THESE THING SETTING
FORTHE PAIR
SPOTS, GUYS.
I REALLYAP- C-IN-C, RJ6HT,
PRECIATE IT. MIKE I MAN?

I'M GOING INCRBPI01Z!
TO BE ON
ANP TO THINK
NATIONAL I'M THE ACTOR
TV.!
OF THE FAMILY!
'
\

I BETTER
GET MY
HELMET

mm?!
/

I'LL IRON
YOUR
UM.T0G5!

\

HE NEEDS SOME
GULF WAR VETS
TO GO ON CAMERA
ANP TRASH FAT
BUCHANAN FOR
NOT SUPPORTING THB WAR
EFFORT!

YOU GOT ANY
PROBLEM UJFTH FOR
THAT? WE'D BE MHO?
DOING THEM
FORTHEBUSH
CAMPAIGN.

BUSH?
OH, SURE! THE
OUR FORMEROLD DUDE WHOS
OOMMANPBRALWYSPOSING
IN-CHIEF? 10TTH SCHWARZKOPF?

ONLY SCALE, RAY.
BUT THERE ARE OTHER
REWARPS, LIKE GETTING TO TAKE OUT
PAT BUCHANAN. LETS
GBTBUSY, OKAY?

ACTUALLY, IT'S CANTSAY
TOOBAPABOUT I'VE BEEN
BUCHANAN. IFHB FOLLOWING
HAPNT BEEN SUCH
HIM. THINK
A WAR WEENIE ,1 1'PLIKE
MIGHT'VEVOTEP HIM?
FOR x

NAH.
REALLY?
HE'S A
IT'S COOL
RACIST. YOU CAN GET
PAST THAT,
MAN

V
OKAY, V H! I'M RAY
RAY, LET'S I HIGHTDWER,
DO IT1 IPECORAT5P GULF
ROLL IT' J WAR VETERAN

YOU KNOW, WHEN I FIRSTWENT THEN ONE PAY I TOOK A HIT. AS
,-rr^n, — HEY!
I a m BUCHANAN'
T A
TO WAR, I WAS PROUPTDBESERV I LAY IN A POOL OF MY OWN BLOOD,
IN6M.Y COUNTRY1 ANP IT P/PN
ALL ICOULP THINKWAS,"YO, THIS
BOTHER ME THAT PEOPLE LIKE
IS FREEDOM'S FI6HT! U/HBRE'SMR.
PAT BUCHANAN DIPNT SUPPORTUS.
CROSSFIRE WHEN THE 601 N6 GETS
<M&\T0U6H?

v

OKAY, B.P,
YOU'RE UP
LET'S NOT USE
THE SCRIPT.
OUST GIVE
ME YOUR
FEELINGS

OKAY, LETS
ITMAS TOUGH! BUT NOT ANY
HI. 7hl5 IS GULF WAR VET BP. I
TOUGHER THAN COMING HOME TOTAKEA
YOU KNOW, WHEN MY BUPPIES
ANP I WENT TO WAR, THERE WAS A FULL-BLOWN RECESSION! WE FRESH
BLEP FOR OUR COUNTRY!ANPNOW
THIS CARPING LITTLE GUY-FAT
WE CANT EVEN GET JOBS! DOES
BUCHANAN-WHO SAIP,"PONT
5ENP 'EM! THE JOBS TOO TOUGH!"BUSH CARE? NOOO. BUSH IS
TOO PAMN BUSY TQ...TO...UM...

ANP THE SAME BUSHRESOLVE UNEMPLOYMENT? ITWONTSTAND'
CRIME 7 T WONT STANP! DRUGS2
WE SAW IN DESERT STORM IS
BOUND TO POP UP QOMESHCAUY' NOWAY THEY'LL 5TANP! DETHB RECESSION7 ITWONT STAND! CLINING EDUCATIONAL STANITJUSTWONT! HE'LL FACE TTPOUN!DARDS? THEY WON'TSTANP!

PAT BU
TT WILL NOT
STAND! DOEENT
CHANANS
CANDIDACY? STANPA
CHANCE!

CAN'T
STANP
TtfE
HEAT!

I CANT
STAND

Jones'
Heaven and
Hell
decorations
degrade
women
To the editors,
I have never called myself a feminist and rarely considered my actions reactionary. I credited myself
with having comefroma generation
which I naiVely believed was beyond
stereotyping the role of woman and
degenerating her value to society.
Last Saturday night my college
hosted one of its annual parties,
Heaven and Hell It confronted me
with crude drawings and depictions
which offended me to the point that I
refused to attend a party hosted by
many of my male friends.
Not 30 yards from my own bedroom a six foot, red vagina was spray
painted on poster paper covering the
walls of the hallway. Positioned across
an open corridor, the drawing was
completed with a vertical slit so that
those who chose to could walk back
and forth through it

It offended me to
the point that I
refused to attend
a party hosted by
many of my male
friends.
The other "decorations" shocked
me beyond offense. A man engaging
in anal or "doggy-style" sex with a
woman on all fours was broadly drawn
to depict the woman in a submissive
and vulnerable position. In another
scene a female was shown, kneeling
at the foot of an upright male, performing the act of fellatio. Graffiti
quoted, "I want you to suck my dick."
The submissive woman and her portrayal as an empty receptacle for male
fantasy appeared to claim the party's
theme. Unfortunately, when this type
of fantasy leaks into everyday life, it
begins to foster an environment
which is willing to accept the sexual
wrongness of these views expressed
on Third South. This acceptance only
leads to the moral and societal encouragement of sexual harassment,
rape, anti-abortion acts, and the molestation of nine-year-old girls in our
own library.
I cannot accept the exhibition of
these ideas as the usual expressions
of young adult sexuality. I cannot
explain them with the "Rice Ratio." I
reftise to blame the South. I can see
only the ignorance and lack of consciousness exhibited again and again
by the male and female students of
Rice, those who claim to be the
future's elite. I am amazed that these
elite lack the intellectual capabilities
which would allow them to see the
immorality behind the use of woman's
sexual degradation as a means to
create atmosphere for a successful
college party. Again, I never thought
of myself as a feminist nor reactionary. But now, I have been forced to
reconsider my politics in order to
make an attempt to counteract such
immature, ignorant, and base commentary in my own college.
I must congratulate the "artist" at
hand for he truly captured an element
of "Hell" in his work. Well done. I
only hope he is able to connect what
he has drawn in cartoon-like fiction
to the real world.
Jennifer B. Johnston
Jones *94
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Hayes lectures on relationships
by Kevin Mistry
Approximately 300 people attended Dan Hayes' lecture on "Why
Couples Break Up" March 17 in
Hamman Hall. The lecture was sponsored by the Campus Crusade for
Christ (CCC).
Hayes, himself a member of CCC
for 23 years, began his lecture by
describing his experience as an undergraduate at Northwestern University and briefly discussing how he
got involved with the CCC. He then
shared perspectives from students
around the country on why couples
break up and gave what he sees as
the five underlying reasons why
couples break up. He concluded with
advice to couples on how to stay together.
Hayes said his conversations with
college students indicate that 35 percent of couples break up due to a lack
of communication, 20 percent split
up because they are incompatible,
ten percent because of sexual differences, and others because they were
simply bored of each other. He also
cited several more unusual responses
he has heard, ranging from "conflicting Karma" to "lack of really
awesome sex," or "too much really
awesome sex."
Hayes offered more general reasons why couples break up. First, he
remarked on the social and structural changes that our society has
undergone in the past eighty years.
He cited a less practical, but more
social view of marriage, the effect of
greater mobility on long distance
relationships, a more career oriented
family, and the increased role of
sexuality as reasons why relationships are more stressful and inclined
to fail today.
To overcome these changes,
Hayes suggested taking one's time
with relationships. "Relationships
can't be built quickly," he said. "There
is no such thing as short, quality
time. We have to slow down the pace."
Hayes explained that many relationships fail because of the deceptive idea of a 50-50 partnership.
"Meeting half-way can only work
when people don't care enough about
their problems...that ends very
quickly in a serious relationship," he
said. "The commitment must be 100%
on both sides. Too many people marry
someone they can live with, not
someone they can't live without"
Hayes also cited the self-serving,
defiant aspects of human nature. Too
often, he said, couples split apart be-

Notes
The 1991-1992 Rice Program Council held its final meeting on
Sunday evening March 15 in the Brown College PDR. The following
items were discussed:
The RPC/Chib Sports Raffle will continue to sell tickets through
the end of Beer Bike tomorrow. The tickets are $3 for one or $5 for
two. A lot of great prizes, including haircuts, plane tickets, free
dinners at local restaurants, and theater passes, will be awarded so
help out your Club Sports and buy a few tickets.
Beer-Bike will be tomorrow at the bike track All the colleges need
to be lined up in parade order and ready to go by 11 a.m. Programs
will be distributed Friday afternoon. This event costs over $20,000, so
please enjoy it
Rondelet will be tomorrow night from 10 p.m. until 2 a m at the
Houston Club in downtown Houston. Please plan to attend. A live
swing band will be on hand as well as a disk jockey spinning our
favorite tunes. Tickets will be $30 per couple at the door, contact your
RPC representative to purchase tickets in advance for only $25.
Enjoy the dance and thanks to all those who have lent their time and
support to the event
The Hunt requested $2Q0 and their petition was unanimously approved by the council.
The next meeting will be the first of the 1992-93 Rice Program
Council Thanks to everyone who helped and attended all the RPC
events this year. A special "congratulations" goes out to the only
graduating member of the 1991-92 RPC: cool Baker senior Kate
McPartlin—we wish you the best! Have fun at Beer Bike and
Rondelet tomorrow!
—compiled by Jonathan Briggs

Dan Hayes maps out the pitfalls of modem romance at a lecture March 17.

cause they have certain expectations
that the other partner cannot meet
He continued, "We have something
within us that doesn't want to be
messed with. When it is, we simply
cannot compromise."
Another factor Hayes mentioned
was the inability of some couples to
overcome what he called "the inevitable trials and difficulties in life."
He suggested that while all in the
audience knew that life would have
its hardships,very few couplesdealt
with these hardships constructively.
Hayes remarked, "When these
things happen, they're more likely
to crack relationships apart than
push people together."
Finally, Hayes pointed to a fantasy vision of love that pervades our
society. According to Hayes, Americans are often too concerned with
"how I look next to you and how you
look next to me." He also criticized
society's obsession with sex and sex
appeal. Hayes felt couples "should
focus on and strive for a more unconditional love, such as that described by the Greek term agape.
Hayes' presentation ended with
comment cards being passed to the
audience and announcements of upcoming activities for CCC. The next

45 RPM will be held April 1 in Herring
Hall 124 at 9 p.m. All are invited to
attend. In addition, CCC meetings are
on Friday evenings in Sewall 301 at 7
p.m.

by Mark David Schoenhals
and Henry Wiltshire Mahncke
"Insensitive punk" or "victim of
campus 'political correctness'" Tim
Usher was thrown out of Occidental
College for calling a female student a
"cunt" A student peer review board at
the small liberal arts school in Los
Angeles "found Usher guilty of Verbal abuse' and attempting to destroy
or vandalize college property." The
review board said that Usher "sexually assaulted" the young woman
through his words.
Usher, a junior whose father was
the general manager ofthe 1984 Summer Olympic Games, knocked on a
locked door at a residence hall late
one night He hoped someone would
walk through the lobby and let him in.
Campus policy prevents visitors

A record-breaking number of Rice seniors were awarded National Science Foundation Fellowships this year, the "premier fellowship of science and engineering," according to Dean of Graduate
Studies Graham Glass who received the listfroma computer press release. Baker senior Michael
Noer was also named a Thomas J. Watson Fellowship receipient for his proposal to spend a year
traveling and researching the pagan and Christian influences in the creation of Santa Claus. The
Watson Fellowhip is one of the most highly competitive national research fellowships.
Rice received nineteen of the NSF Fellowships, which Glass described as "clearly exceptional,"
considering that the number of NSF Fellowships decreased nationally by 20 this year.
"This certainly puts us in the top five schools in the country,'' he said.
The NSF Fellowship is open to undergraduate seniors and first year graduate students. It is a
three-year fellowship with a stipend of $14,000 plus tuition.
The recipients are:
Jones
Hanszen
Hanszen
WRC
Lovett
SRC
Baker
Hanszen
Lovett
Lovett
Wiess
Lovett
. Lovett
.Brown
WRC
.Hanszen
Brown

Erratum
The March 13 article, "Officials confused by fee increase; uncertainty
clouds Pub's fate," stated t h e Pub pays $100 per month for custodial
services.' The actual charge is $1000 per month.

PC moves student out, professor in

Record number of fellowships won

Zane Ball
Howard Chamberlin
David Scott Crawford
Douglas Dawson
Carl Friddle
Pamela Greene
Mary Hipwell
Camilla Kao
Henry Mahncke
Kentwell McCormick
Jeffrey Oldham
Kathy Russell
Mark Schoenhals
Kyle Self
Mark Swihart
Stephen Weeks
Neal Zondlo
Mario Maria
Anahi Sonner

9

Electrical Engineering
Applied Math
Mechanical Engineering
Earth Science
Molecular Biology
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Neuroscience
Plasma Physics
Computer Science
Statistics
Sociology
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Computer Science
Biochemistry
Metallurgy
Chemical Engineering

Mario Macia (Brown) and Anahi Sonner were also selected as Minority Fellows.

THE HEDGES

dental as a 'fascist haven." Roth and
one of her friends removed the banner. The same day, the student body
president and another student government official placed another poster
in the same spot It read "Why Was
the Last Sign Pulled Down? Because
Oxy Is a Fascist Haven." It included a
quotation "One man's vulgarity is
another's lyric."

from entering without prior permission from residents, however. ConSource: Im Angeles Times
sequently, Jennifer Roth—-the student director of the dorm—told
Graduate students in the DepartUsher that she would not open the
ment of Sociology at the University of
door for him.
Usher registered his displeasure California at Berkeley are boycotting
with her refusal to admit him to the their classes because the faculty voted
dorm by banging on the door in to hire a white Frenchman to teach
hopes that another student would race and ethnicity. The graduate stulet him in. When Roth become an- dents claim that the department is
gered and called the campus police,
Usher called her a "cunt" Usher
'Until you can get
later said "What I said wasn't a
commendable thing, but it's a natural thing to respond to the way I was everyone to agree on
being treated."
Controversy erupted when his what's obscene, I'd
subsequent suspension was publicized in the student newspaper. One rather err on the side of
student reporter wrote "Maybe Tim
should have saved his angry epi- free speech.'
thets for the crazed social engineers
of residence life. Finally, a student
—John Wilisie
has dared to cross the line of blind
acceptance to the policies of this
school.... I can certainly identify with trying to hire the Frenchman, Loic
his frustration."
Wacquant, illegally, since his applicaA campus feminist activist felt tion for the position arrived in Berkethat Usher deserved to be punished. ley past the deadline.
"We aren't talking about what that
According to faculty members inword [that Usher used] made her terviewed, Wacquant has published
[Roth] feel like, or what the histori- several articles in prestigious jourcal context of that word is," she ex- nals and is completing two dissertaplained. "We're talking about his tions under prominent sociologists
right to say whatever the hell he Williamjulius Wilson at the University
wants." She believes Occidental of Chicago and Pierre Bourd ieu at the
needs more specific policies and College de France in Paris.
procedures to deal with such "verAccording to graduate student
bal harassment."
propaganda pamphlets, "the position
Last year, a committee began to was founded in 1978 as a Chicano
draft a statement of the "principles studies position in response to needs
of community" in response to na- of...students." Since then, two
tional concern about speech codes Chicano professors have held the
and political correctness. The coun- position, neither of whom was given
cil later decided that it could not tenure.
compose such a statement. Student
The students, cleverly, posted
body president John Willsie said "It quotes around the department offices
was too restrictive, imposing one which suggest that the "qualifications"
person's values on the rest of the (like prestigious connections) that are
campus. Until you can get everyone used to make hiring decisions are
to agree on what's obscene, I'd rather arbitrary artifacts of a tradition which
err on the side of free speech."
developed in a context that oppressed
In an interesting subplot, stu- non-white, non-males. The quotes are
dents placed a large banner in the clever because they come primarily
student center "condemning OcciSEE HEDGES, PAGE 12
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T H E COCA-COLA K I D
CHARLES W . D U N C A N , CHAIR OF THE BOARD
oard of Governors chair Charles W. Duncan, Jr. has never been a shirker when it comes to difficult tasks.
Though his family was the wealthy owner of Duncan Foods, Inc.—the producers of Mariland Club
Coffee—Duncan had his first job as a youngster del i vering papers for the HoustonChronicle. He graduated
from Rice in the post-WWII euphoria of 1947, having attended classes and trained as an aviation cadet
during much of the war. Duncan then headed for the oil fields as a roustabout and engineer for Humble
Oil and Refining Co.
Eventually, Duncan Foods merged with The Coca-Cola Co., and Duncan switched his home base to London as
the chair of Coca-Cola Europe. His office introduced the all-American soft drink to five communist countries, plus
parts of Asia and the Middle East. Duncan said the Coke franchise system works so well because it allows for local
control of production.
After Duncan's five-year stint in Adanta as president of Coca-Cola, President Jimmy Carter brought the Houston
native on board as Deputy Secretary of Defense. "The learning curve was steep," says Duncan, recalling
"Pentagonese," the alphabet-soup lingo spoken throughout the military bureaucracy. "Number one, I had never been
involved in politics before; number two, I was not knowledgeable about the way Washington works; and number
three, the Department of Defense was a gigantic entity."
Faced with Arthur Schlesinger's resignation, the Chief tapped him for an even more difficult position—Secretary
of Energy. In the midst of a struggle with OPEC, unavoidably high gas prices, and government decontrol of crude oil
prices, the job's more visible side consisted mainly of telling the public things it did not want to hear. "When I met
with with the President, I had a list of reasons why [the appointment] might not be a good idea. He looked at the
list and he said, 'Now, which one of those things do you think I have not thought of?"'
Though Duncan, a self-styled political switch hitter, has since retired from the national eye and has no political ambitions, he
remains "a great believer in public service." Indeed, a man with an estimated $13 million in Coca-Cola stock in 1978 did not need
a government salary to keep him going. Nowadays, the imperturbable Duncan sits on the boards of eight corporations, including Coke
and American Express. He has served on the committee which brought the superconductor-supercollider to Texas along with the
Texas Business and Education Coalition, the Greater Houston Partnership—-of which he is a past president—and the State Board
of Education.
Come this summer, Duncan will have chaired die Rice Board for a decade. While he did spend some time on the board of Emory
Uni versi ty in Atlanta—the school which owes its reputation to Coca-Cola dollars—he is "exceptionally biased toward Rice." Indeed,
his office on the 61st floor of the Texas Commerce Tower is lined with photos of the campus, and Duncan's tie on the day he was
interviewed sported tiny owls.
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OKAY, SO WHO ARE THE GOVERNORS, ANYWAY? A LOT OF BUSINESSPEOPLE W H O PLAY GOLF AND RAISE TUITION? W E L L ,
YEAH, BUT WE'VE GOT GUV'NRS WHO ARE MILLIONAIRES, GOVERNORS W H O NEARLY FLUNKED OUT OF RICE, ART
COLLECTORS, FORMER ATHLETES—ALL IN ALL A PRETTY COOL BUNCH OF BOTH THE SELF-MADE AND THE SILVER SPOON
VARIETY. THERE ARE 1 9 MEMBERS OF THE BOARD: SEVEN TRUSTEES, WHO SERVE UNTIL RETIREMENT; EIGHT TERM MEMBERS,
APPOINTED BY THE SUPER SEVEN FOR FOUR YEAR STRETCHES; AND FOUR ALUMNI GOVERNORS, ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI.
BOTH THIS WEEK AND NEXT, WE'LL BE INTRODUCING YOU TO T H E PEOPLE W H O R U N T H I N G S , SO STAY TUNED.
mon,

SELF M A D E , TEXAS STYLE
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JOHN L . COX, TRUSTEE
n an article on the 100 richest men in the state, Texas Monthly describes John Cox as "pure small town Texas." And true
enough, this Southern gentleman believes in firm handshakes and steak for breakfast. The 1945 Rice grad from Junction,
Texas is a self-made millionaire many times over, but still has a certain charm of the small-town variety.
Students know him best for the mechanical engineering building he gave to Rice which bears his name, but Texas
oil men know him better as the "Spraberry King" who found oil andhisfortune in Spraberry, Texas. Cox, andwhose father
was an uneducated oil pipe worker who insisted his son go to college, prefers to think of himself as the "champion of
the little guy."
"You can never tell what comes out of the lower echelons," Cox says. "I was probably in the upper 10, maybe 15
percent of my [high school graduating class of 200 students]. If I tried to get into Rice now, I wouldn't get in. That's
why I say we have to look at what [applicants] have done with what they had."
As a Board member, Cox has been the voice advocating greater mix in the academic requirements for admission
to Rice and strongly supporting Rice athletics.
"Rice shouldn't try to be the 'Harvard of the South,"'Cox says, "I want Rice to be Rice... We can't be number one
with this attitude."
Even more than his words, Cox's life is a living example of his philosophy. Cox came to Rice in 1942 in a Navy
program that had him up "at 6 a.m. every morning to the sound of a bugle, running downstairs for calisthenics." And
he swears he never missed a single class during his two-year and nine-month accelerated stay at Rice.
"That's not honored much by the students these days," he said. "Back then we had classes on Saturday. Classes were
Monday, Wednesday, Friday or Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday."
After graduating in 1946, Cox was sent to the Philippines to pick up American troops stationed there after World
War II. Upon returning to the States, he landed a job with Standard Oil of Indiana for $190 a month.
"That was the standard [pay] back then," Cox says. At least it was more than he had earned at his first regular job—
pulling weeds and mowing a neighbor's lawn for $ 1 a day all summer long.
"It turned me off on gardening and having a green thumb," Cox says.
For a man who came from a small Texas oil town, joined the Rice football team in its heyday, and finally made his
fortune, Cox seems truly amazed by his own successes.
"I've had a lot of luck," Cox laughs. "It's &bout luck and timing.. .You start out at the bottom and earn your way
up. And if you're smart, and not lazy and have a bit of luck, you'll be a success."
"Of course, if you get up at 5 a.m. every morning, you're going to get luckier," he adds with a sly smile.
—LK
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W H A T DID THE GIRLS WEAR?

AD H O C INDIVIDUALIST

ALBERT N . KIDD, ALUMNI GOVERNOR

D . KENT ANDERSON, TRUSTEE

lumni governor Albert N. Kidd grew up in Houston, and says he always
wanted to go to Rice. For the current planning manager of Exxon
Exploration Corporation, graduation was a sigh of relief after five
intense years of engineering classes. With more nostalgia than
bitterness, Kidd says, "It was not a real fun place. Have you ever heard
people say that hard equals good? That was Rice."
Despite his Orientation Week, which consisted of week-long courses in mathematics and
English with exams at the end, Kidd didn't let any of the fun that did exist at Rice slip through
his fingers. He was a cheerleader, a Hanszen College cabinet member and, yes, a Rally guy. Kidd
explains several traditions of the famous club which, luckily, have died out: "The Rally Club
always held a semi-formal dance, which meant you had to wear a tux but no pants.. .When you
were initiated into the club, you had to wear a dead fish."
Upon graduating in 1964 with a degree in mechanical engineering, he went to work for
Humble Oil and Refining, Exxon's predecessor, and stayed in the Houston area until 1974. He
then shuttled between New Orleans and California, working as an environemental
conservationist at a time when the field was gaining national prominence. In 1981, he moved
to London to work the North Sea Operations. Because he and his family were able to spend so
much time in Europe, Kidd says that he "was leading a charmed life." In 1986, he moved to New
Jersey and has quite recently returned to Houston,
where he is building a home just north of campus. A
modern art lover, Kidd collects works by such artists
as Dorothy Hood.
Despite all of his various moves and promotions,
Kidd has stayed in contact with Rice. He has
interviewed prospective students everywhere he's
lived. He also founded the Alumni Institute—now
the Continuing Studies program—in order "to get
alumni to come back on campus for things other than
football games or social events."
Kidd says the strength of the university will be
reflected in the support of the alumni. "People are
always going to support an institution for reasons of
nostalgia. They will support it more, though, for what
it is today."
Kidd has never lost sight of the real duties of the
Board of Governors: "What's important out there are
the students. They're number one. [The Board] is not
an old boys club; it's not an ego thing being on the
Board. Education is the most important thing."
(2da±± of 6d.
—JS

POKERFACE
J. EVANS ATTWELL
Evans Attwell rose from a dubious academic career at
Rice to become managing partner of Vinson & Elkins,
one of the top-grossing law firms in the country. When
he entered college in 1949, he was a determined premed, but after nearly flunking out he began pursuing a
pre-law degree. Before he could graduate, however,
Rice abandoned the major and told Attwell that with the courses
he had taken thus far (plus a couple), he would be allowed to
graduate with a B. A. in history.
Though Attwell lived with his parents while at Rice, he
remembers staying on campus for all-night poker games. The
Rally Club and the Homecoming game played a big role in the
social environment even then. 'They were very serious about
this—unlike latter classes at Rice, with men being elected
Homecoming Queen."
After over 30 years at Vinson & Elkins, Attwell became the
first democratically-elected managing partner a little over a
decade ago, and has recently gone back to practicing law for the
firm. "Managing partner is not a position that I sought...
Managing a law firm is like being the only fire hydrant on a block
with 100 dogs." His prominence in the Houston law scene has
given him a spot in Houston Metropolitan's profile of the most
powerful people in Houston.
Attwell says the most important thing he does for the Rice
Board is to chair the time-consuming Financial Affairs
Committee. The man-agement of the endowment is handled
through the treasurer's office and then through the Financial
Affa irs C o m m i t t e e .
A t t w e l l k n o c k s on
wood as he says, "Rice
hasn't had to cut back
on faculty or programs
like other universities.
W e must be careful
stewards
of
the
endowment."
With regard to the
h e a t e d d e b a t e over
Division I athletics at
Rice, Attwell believes
that the Board legally
has the final say.
However,
Attwell
coolly says, "It would be
a grave error not to take
in the considerations of
all."
—JS
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I ostOak Bank CEO Kent Anderson graduated from Rice in 1962
with a geology degree, and went on to the University of Virginia
business school. While at Rice the Lake Charles, Louisiana
native was a debater and a campus politico, serving as SA
Treasurer. He numbered among the "Intercollegiate Society of
Individualists," a quasi-political Libertarian party/club which boasted that many
of the elected officers at Rice that year were members. Anderson grins when asked
about this, chalking up the "ad hoc" group to "youthful enthusiasm."
"We had it worse in the old days," he said, characterizing the Rice attitude as
"put 'em in a crucible and bake it and see who evaporates... It really took 20 years
for me to appreciate what I got." Anderson, like many students at the time, says
he went to Rice because it was free. He remembers when theSA first voted in favor
of a blanket tax—$4 was "a big deal" back then
Anderson says he got more involved at Rice after George Rupp became
president in 1980. "1 was very intrigued by the different direction he saw for Rice "
Anderson says he reads the Thresher and sees the same issues now as he did then
"I still don't know what 'Misclass' means, though," he jokes.
Anderson has made his career in banking as chair of Allied Bancshares, Inc.,
First Interstate Bank of Texas, and now Post Oak Bank. In addition, he is vicechair of the Texas High Speed Rail
Authority and chair of the Regional
Mobility Committee of the Greater
Houston Partnership.
He, his wife and their three teenagers
spend their leisure time raising
miniature horses on their Washingtonon-the-Brazos farm. Anderson also
enjoys mountain climbing, tennis and
golf.
A true patron, Anderson now serves
as a trustee or director of the Children's
Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts, the
ballet and the symphony. His coffee
table offers catalogues of Felix Valloton
and Paul Strand exhibits. He's not
particularly partial to the National
Endowment for the Arts, especially
recently. "Controversy is good—I don't
want art d i c t a t e d to me by the
government," he says.
law o
—SKI)

RICE FANATIC
J . D . ALLSHOUSE, TERM MEMBER
D. "Bucky" Allshouse made the big break three years ago when he started his own now-flourish ing
one-man law firm. "I don't know if I'd ever practice law with others again. It's my business." A former
Owls football player, Bucky has remained involved since he graduated in 1971. He is a past-president
of both the Alumni Association and the R-Association, a club for former athletes.
Allshouse was recruited from a small high school in San Antonio to play for the Owls. He says
"that he immediately fell in love with everything about Rice—the students, the coaches, the campus—and
claimed in the late 60s, "Rice never compromised its academic standards for sports." He majored in commerce,
which was then, in part, what managerial studies is now. However, commerce was a "sheltered program,"
Allshouse says—only athletes were allowed in the major.
Allshouse says that he didn't notice any stigma surrounding the athletes when he went to Rice, saying all
types of students have something to contribute. "I don't know if you can ever be too intellectual—I've always
been intrigued by intellectuals." He describes his experience as an athlete at Rice diplomatically: "You lost some
of the grandeur that you could have gotten at a larger school, but you were treated as a student. 1 don't think
that they liked me because I was an athlete and I don't think that they disliked me because I was an athlete ."
Immediately after graduation, Allshouse was drafted by die Houston Oilers. His chance for fame in the pro
arena was snuffed in just nine days when the team cut him because he "wasn't tall enough or fast enough." He
then started teaching at the Model School of Houston for "culturally deprived" children and attending law
school at night. The following fall he returned to Rice as the Athletic Department's academic adviser, holding
that post for three years while he completed his law degree at the South Texas School of Law.
An adamant supporter of Division I athletics, Allshouse has endowed a chair to Rice in his will and says that
ifRiceeeractsin an "irrational" manner in its decision to drop Division I athletics, he will take the endowment
out of his will.
A librarian at the Woodson Research Center pegs Allshouse and his wife Cynthia as "Rice fanatics." The
Allshouses have a two-story study in their home where they store Rice memorabilia and books discarded bv
Fondren. Allshouse smiles rather proudly when he notes he has every Campanile since 1918.
JS

QUALITY YOU CAN DEPEND O N
JAMES L . PATE, TERM MEMBER

ames L. Pate was not available to be interviewed, but
here's a little bit about one of the two Board members who
did not attend Rice. Pate joined Pennzoil Co. in 1976 and
became the president and CEO in 1990.
Before signing on at Pennzoil, Pate began a career in
"academia as an economics professor at Monmouth College, his alma
mater. He served as Assistant Secretary of Commerce in the Ford
Administration, where he was chief economist of the Department of
Commerce and special advisor to the White House.
Along with authoring several books on economics and finance,
Pate is a member of the Monmouth College Senate, the Corporate
Government Task Force of the Business Roundtable, the National
Petroleum Council and the executive committee of the American
Petroleum Institute.
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Goliard deadline
extended
The application deadline for the
Goliard Travel Scholarship has been
extended to March 20. The scholarship is open to all full-time Rice undergraduates and provides $500+
airfare for travel during the^ummer
of 1992. For more information, contact the Office of Academic Advising.

school students. For more information, visit the Education Department
in George R Brown Hall W203 this
spring.

Students invited to
teach summer

school
Students in the teacher education
program develop and teach courses
in the Rice Summer School for high

Applications being
accepted for
internship
Graduating seniors and graduate
students are invited to apply for the
Houston Jaycee Internship. The intern selected will work in the Institute of International Education's International Visitor Program from
September through December, and
earn $1000 per month. The application deadline is June 1. For more
information, contact Laura C.
McWilliams at the institute, 515 Post

Oak Boulevard, Suite 150, Houston,
Texas 77027-9407.

Womack to lecture
on communism
Brantly Womack, professor of
political science at Northern Illinois
University, will speak on "Asian
Communism; What Now?" March 26

Hedges
FROM PAGE 9

from Wacquant's thesis advisers:
Pierre Bourdieu.
The graduate students want the
department to hire Michael Omi, an
Asian American who already holds a
position at Berkeley, in order to "di-

I

at 4:30 p.m. in Sewall 309. His speech
will be a critical examination of the
contemporary communist regimes
of China, Cambodia, Vietnam, Laos,
and North Korea, with speculations
on their future in the light of development in Eastern Europe and the recently dismantled Soviet Union. He
is the author of over two dozen articles and books.

Info on Weizsacker
available

versify" the faculty. They claim the
sociology department faculty gives
only "lip service to diversity."
This case offends the graduate
students since "a candidate of color
who was passed over had been recognized with awards as one of the
outstanding intstructors on his campus."
Department chair Neil Smelser
defended the hire. "We made a thorough effort to find the person with
the highest qualifications for the job.
We did not specify that the person to
be hired should be a minority. That,

I believe, is illegal."
Nevertheless, affirmative action
officers and other administrators at
the university are investigating the
situation.
This incident is particularly sensitive because the previous holder of
the position, Tomas Almaguer, was
allegedly "'essentially driven out of
the department' because of his views
and sexual orientation."

Health

Covering the Period from 3/2 to 3/8

FROM PAGE 1

Date

Time

Location

Description

3/2/92

1000-1010

Sewall Hall

Theft Complainant's wallet was found in Women's Restroom.
Investigation revealed the complainant was not sure at what
location the item was taken or lost Several items were discovered missing from the wallet. No witnesses. No suspects.

3/3/92

1330-1600

Anderson

Theft Complainant reported suspect (s) stole his trench coat
The property was unattended at the time oftheft No witnesses.
No suspects.

3/3/92

1200-1600

H. Brown

Burglary. Complainant reported suspect(s) stole her purse.
The purse was located in an unlocked office at the time of the
theft No witnesses. No suspects.

3/3/92

1300-1700

Allen Center

Theft Complainant reported suspect (s) stole money from an
unlocked public area. No witnesses, no suspects.

3/6/92

0900-1200

H. Brown

Burglary. Complainant reported suspect(s) stole her purse
from an unlocked office. The purse was later located in a
restroom. All the contents had been removed. No witnesses,
no suspects.

3/6/92

1800-2000

Gym

Theft Complainant reported suspect (s) stole two banners. No
witnesses. No suspects.

3/8/92

1515-1516

Brown

Harassment Complainant reported receiving an unusual phone
call. No suspects.

without consulting the Student
Health Service Committee. Democratic principles do not appear to be
at work here," said Schnee in the
letter.
While acknowledging that
changes in Health Services are possible, Burnett says that nothing will
be done before a student opinion
survey is conducted. "We plan to do
a survey before the end of the year,"
said Burnett
"The first thing we need to find
out is how well the present service is
meeting the needs of the students
and then to decide whether it makes
sense for us to change what we offer," said Burnett
There will be no reduction of services, Burnett claims. "As far as ser-

Fondren library has placed several publications by and about Richard von Weizsacker, president of
Germany and 1992 Rice commencement speaker, on reserve. They are
available on request at the Circulation Desk.

Source: On-location Thresher reporting and Oakland Tribune
vice to students, there will certainly
be qualified physicians providing
health services in a manner similar
to what has been provided before,"
she said.
The primary change might come
in the form of a new location for
Health Services. Citingpoor building
conditions and lack of handicapped
access to the current Hanszen College location, Burnett says that they
are considering the possibility of
moving it either to Jones College or
to a close off-campus location.
Other possible changes include
moving Rice from external insurance
to self-insurance and also setting up
a Preferred Provider program where
students could be referred to doctors
in the community that would discount services to students.
Saturday office hours and summer
care are also possibilities for the future, said Burnett

The
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Liz Carpenter shares her thoughts on political campaigns past and present.

Politics
FROM PAGE 1

never would be content with a thirtysecond sound bite."
Carpenter cited an increasing distance between the candidates and
the voters. "All the action is from a
TV studio, instead of walking around
the courthouse square.
"TV has got to cut costs," she said.
"They have got to give more time to
the candidates.
"The press have got to improve
themselves.... They're beneath used
car dealers in popularity."
At the same time, Carpenter said
that there is a dearth of strong orators. "What we're missing are great
rallying voices to pull us all together."
Providing examples of former presidents and statesmen including John

F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King,
Jr., she said, T h e s e voices are quiet
now and no one has taken their place.
"What is missing is compassion
and eloquence," she said.
Carpenter looked to Texas as an
example of an improving political
system "We in Texas have learned
that a better government is possible,"
she said. "Everyone is looking at
Texas as an exception.
f
"Maybe in our own backyard we
can start making government work
again."
Carpenter concluded by encouraging people to get involved. "We
can't sit on the sidelines. We've got to
be doers sometimes in our lives.
"I hope that you will consider giving some of your years to your
country. I promise you'll be the better for it," she closed.
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Tempest storms through Baker Commons
BY STAN HSUE

B,

"efore the Tuesday rehearsal, director Geoffrey Church
encouraged the cast of The
Tempest to ignore the Thresher
reviewer and to focus purely
upon the enjoyment and the
energy of the production. The
cast did so, to my delight.
Although all I saw was a plain
clothes rehearsal, Baker
Shakespeare promises to fulfill its
tradition of providing professional
quality theater on this campus.
Baker College's innovative and
entertaining production of The
Tempest transforms the Baker
Commons into theater at its best.
Even without full dress, makeup, lighting, or set, the actors of
this production produce enough
energy to transform the hardwood panels of Baker Commons
into the sand and surf of an
enchanted island. Much of the
credit must go to Church, whose
meticulous direction seems very
much to be a part of this production.
Perhaps the most striking
aspect of this production is the
use of modern dress in a panache
of styles and music that ranges
from Patsy Cline to a 1960's love-

in. Many of these effects give a
surreal and whimsical twist that
is captivating without destroying
the fabric of the play. Some
traditionalists may find offense at
the inclusion of anachronistic
elements. I found them refreshing.
The stage sits in the middle of
the theater, with the audience on
all sides of it. This 360 degree
effect forces the actors to act
continually, on every side of the
stage. From my viewpoint almost
all of the action was clear. The
stage keeps the play from falling
into two dimensions, and
strongly persuades the audience
that they are watching an island.
The location of the stage involves
the audience directly into the
play, for the characters constantly
enter from all sides—so close that
you can feel the wind as they run
by. The cast's intimate and
interactive use of space truly
draws the audience into the
world of The Tempest.
The play begins turbulently as
the stage is rocked by a shipwreck, which is cleverly and
effectively portrayed through
special lighting and sound effects.
The ship lands on a magical
island ruled by Prospero, the
dethroned Duke of Milan (Pab
Schwendimann), who lives with
his daughter Miranda (Katrina

But the other side is this
whole tradition of physical
theater, and that's what really
excites me. What I've tried to
do...is to give people a sense of
that blending of the text approach
and using the body. When I came
[before Christmas] to do the
auditions the thing that kind of
struck me was that people's
ability to interpret and speak was

king. Prospero, with the help of
Ariel, eventually brings the entire
party together at a banquet,
where he reveals his identity,
forgives his brother, and ends his
exile.
I commend Church for his
superb casting. The meticulous
attention taken to fit the perfect
actor with each role is obvious.
The unusual recasting of Gonzalo
and Trinculo as female parts adds
entirely new dimensions to the
play. Also noteworthy is the
frenetic energy in trio of Caliban,
Trinculo, and Stephano. The
three actors, play-acting and
frolicking, seem even more like
children when they stand up next
to the tall King and his men.
Pab Schwendimann in the
focal role of Prospero is at his
best when bringing out the
aspects of his character as the
playwright, or director of the
action. Often Schwendimann
seems like a harried but visionary
movie director trying to complete
his final masterpiece; his orders
to Ariel are like a distracted
Spielberg ordering out for
sandwiches. Schwendimann
effectively emphasizes Prospero's
omnipotence over the physical
aspects of the island through his
presence in all parts of the
theater. Emotionally,
Schwendimann's Prospero is
more enigmatic and reserved,
seemingly unable to communicate to Miranda about his past or
to influence Ariel without threats
and coercion. Schwendimann
seems able to use Prospero's
darker side, his tyrannical, cruel
nature, to make him seem more
human. In the end the audience
realizes that Prospero, the
misunderstood artist, for all his
attempts to direct and stay above
the action, is also inextricably
entangled in it.
Kropa as the ingenuous

SEE CHURCH, PAGE 14

SEE TEMPEST, PAGE 18

Pab Schwendimann (left) and Bemadette Gillece (center) relax with Geoffrey Church
(right) on the set of Baker's production of The Tempest.

Kropa). Prospero, who has caused
the shipwreck, has seemingly
omnipotent powers upon this
island. He has two attendants, a
petulant, puckish spirit, Ariel
(Bemadette Gillece), and a
deformed, beast-like servant,
Caliban (Stephen Dartt).
The castaways upon the island
bicker and mourn their losses.
Chief among the stranded is the
Duke's brother and usurper,
Antonio (Chepe Lockett).
Antonio is the companion of
Alonso, the King of Naples (Eric
Garland), the King's scheming

brother Sebastian (Terry Hurley),
and the advisor Gonzalo (Kate
Huston). Separated from his
group, but also cast upon the
island is the King's son,
Ferdinand (O.J. Morris).
Three strands of plot develop
from this beginning of violent
displacement. Miranda and
Ferdinand fall in love and plan to
marry. The King's drunken butler
Stephano (Oren Hayon) and
jester, Trinculo (Jennifer Hailey)
meet Caliban and together plan a
coup against the Duke. Sebastian
and Antonio plot against the

An interview with Geoffrey Church
BY SHAILA DEWAN

A

the suggestion of English
professor Dennis Huston, Baker
invited Geoffrey Church to direct
their annual Shakespeare
production this year and serve as
an interim resident associate.
Church, an experienced stage and
television actor in Great Britain,
first visited Rice three years ago
with the Alliance for Creative
Theater, Education and Research,
a troupe which performs annually
on campus.

Rumor has it that you're a
really great guy, but I don't know
much about your background, so
why don't we start with thatf
This is really my first shot at
directing something big, I mean
I'm an actor. That's my job,
really. I've directed a couple of
small things in London. But, this
is a big challenge, big

Shakespeare with a big cast, and
working with people of such
mixed experience....One of the
reasons it was quite interesting
for me doing this is that I learned
more, probably, about acting
when I was in youth theater than
when I was at drama school. Not
in technical terms, but in terms
of what I believe in and what I
think's important. It was the
time that I spent from when I was
about 14 to when I was 16, 17.1
worked with this youth theater
that was connected to the Royal
Court Theatre in London, a
theater where they do a lot of
new writing, and we were very,
very integrated with the actual
theater itself....
So you haven't always done
Shakespearei
No, not at all, I mean I've done
a lot of Shakespeare since I've
been working professionally. And
I grew up seeing a lot of
Shakespeare so it's kind of in my
blood, definitely. But most of the
theater that I find most exciting,

it comes from a different kind of
root, really. And one of the things
that I wanted to do with my time
here, both in the class and in the
show, is to try and share some
of...what's happening in England
at the moment...there's a kind of
fusion going on between a
tradition that is very language
based, which is the stronger
tradition really, which is what I
grew up in.... And then there's
this other tradition which is
much more European, which is
much more visually and physically based...much more strongly
oriented toward...physicality in
acting. And there are two sides of
that, one of which is the designer
element of theater. And that has
taken hold incredibly strongly in
the last 10 years, and that has a
lot of disadvantages, I think. The
whole process gets dominated by
a design that's done before you
even start rehearsing. That's
happening very strongly in
mainstream theater, it's much
more spectacle-oriented....

Rice Flayers act Write Onstage

A
r\

A friendly warning
about two EP's
BY BRANDON BROWN

I

Kyle Henry, Eric Garland and Peter Sharoff wrote the three one-act plays featured in the Rice Players' Write Onstage.

The Rice Players plan to close their 1991-92 season with their annual evening of one-acts. In the
past, the event has spotlighted the work of promising new American playwrights. This year's
production, however, will be slightly different. All three plays have been written and directed by
Rice students. The production, entitled Write Onstage will include works by Eric Garland, Kyle
Henry and Peter Sharoff. The plays are the results of a course in dramatic writing taught jointly by
Bren Dubay, the Lillian Kaiser Lewis Playwright-in-Residence at Rice University, and Neil Havens,
director of the Rice Players. The Players hope that the presentation of Rice student-written,
student-directed plays will become an annual event on campus.
Performances will be March 25-28 and April 1-4 at 8 p.m. in the Famsworth Pavilion of the Rice
Student Center. Admission is $6 for the general public and $4 for students and senior citizens. For
ticket information, call 527-4040.

i
t:

. set down the jar of Vaseline
and turned away from the
platform. Needing a break, I
headed for the station to check
the new releases. There were two
records of interest, and now I'm
warning you folks about them.
When I saw that Anne Dudley
and Jaz Coleman had collaborated
on a new project, Ziggarats of
Cinnamon, I was paralyzed with,,
angst (what's new, you say).
Anne Dudley is from Art of
Noise. Coleman leads one of the
world's most awe-inspiring
bands, Killing Joke. However,
when left to his own devices
(away from the unholy influences
of KJ's Gordie and Paul Raven) he
tends to turn out dance trash so
pleasant as to make a healthy
person blow chunks.
So you can imagine my fears
of ultimate cheese when I first
saw this record, an EP from the
album Songs From the Victorious
City. Then I noticed that
Coleman is credited with playing
violin, cobra pipe, and flute.
Dudley has her standard keyboard duties. And the punchline?

Four guest musicians: Irahim
playing the Kowala, Reda Bedaire
playing the Nai, Amir Abd-el
playing the Qanun, and Hossam
Ramzy handling percussion.
There you have it. Two
cheese-meisters take off to
mutilate world music of an
Egyptian flavor.
To be fair, the title cut really
works. "Ziggarats of Cinnamon"
actually has live percussion and
(flare of trumpets, please) a CLAP
TRACK. The rest of the EP, four

The EP is called
Go and if you buy
it you will probably
follow their advice
right back to the
store and demand
a refund.
other 'songs,' is a mix of drab
techno-poop and new-age
atrocity.
The other EP I wish to warn
you about comes from a band
called Those Melvins.
Achtung! These imbeciles are
not to be confused with THE
SEE MELVINS, PAGE 14
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At Rice this week..*
Theatre
The Rice Players will open their presentation of Write Onstage, an
evening of three one-acts written and directed by Rice students this
week. Performances will be held March 25-28 and April 1 -4 at 8
p.m. in the Farnsworth Pavilion in Rice Memorial Center. Admission is $6 for the general public and $4 for students and senior
citizens. For ticket information, call 527-4040.
The Spanish Department's presentation of La Pergola De Las Flores
(The Flower Market) will close next weekend. Final performances
will be held March 27 and 28 at 8 p.m. in Hamman Hall. Admission is $1 for Rice community members. An $8 donation is
requested from die general public. Call 527-4929 for more information.
Will Rice College's presentation of Neil Simon's They're Playing
Our Song will cloee this weekend. Final performances will be held
March 20,21 at 8 p.m. in the Will Rice Commons. Tickets are $3
for Rice students, and $4 for all others.
Performances for Baker's production of Shakespeare's Tempest will
be held March 23-28 at 8 p.m. in the Baker Commons. Call 6308044 for more information.
Sid Richardson's production of The Mystery of Edwin Drood will
open its regular run March 26. Performances will be held March 2628, and April 2-4 at 8 p.m., except for March 27, when the curtain
will rise at 9 p.m. Admission is $3. Call 630-8730 for more information.

Dialogue
The Department of Art and Art History invites their Majors/
Double Majors and Prospective Majors to a dialogue with the
faculty to be held Monday, March 23 from 4-6 p.m. in 429 Sewall
Hall.

Film
The Rice Media Center's Film Noir series will continue this week
with screenings of Mildred Pierce at 7:30 p.m. and In a Lonely Place
at 9 3 0 p.m. Saturday evening at 7:30 p.m. the Media Center will
screen Ginger and Fred., a biting satire on television and modern
life The Media Center plans to screen The Year of Living Dangerously Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Admission to double features and
Saturday screenings is $4. Single feature admission is $3. For film
information, call 527-4853.

Music
Syzygy, New Music at Rice will present The Contemporary Ensemble
Thursday, March 26, at 8 p.m. in Stude Concert Hall. Admission is
free. Call 527-4854 for more information.

Exhibit
The Sewall Art Gallery's exhibit, India Along the Ganges: Photographs by Ragfiubir Singh, will close March 28. Gallery hours are
Tuesday-Saturday, noon-5 p.m. and Thursday, noon-9 p.m. Call
527-6069 for more information.

Lecture
The Asian Studies Program, the History Department and the
Political Science Department of Rice University will co-sponsor a
lecture by Professor Brantley Womack entided "Asian Communism: Enigma Variations." The lecture is scheduled to take place
March 26, at 4 3 0 p.m. in Sewall Hall 309. Contact the History
Department for more information.

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Church
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incredibly strong. I mean very,
very strong—I was really surprised by it. But people's ability
to connect physically with what
they were doing was much less
so....Hopefully, the show will
work on both levels.
I saw the giant sun in the
Commons—who designed the
show!
I did, really. I felt much more
comfortable with that than with
the music...I initially resisted the
idea of doing it in the round,
because The Tempest is so much
about images, and illusion...And
I thought, you can't possibly
establish the illusion in the
round. And then the more I
looked at the place, I thought, it's
stupid to not do it in the round.
So now what we're doing is as
much as possible using the whole
space. Although the action
happens in the center, we're
using the balcony, and we've got
a ramp going up one of the aisles.
At least in Houston, when
Shakespeare is done now, the
director sees a similarity between the pohtical situation
today and whatever was going on
in the time the play was set or
when Shakespeare wrote it. Does
that apply to this production!
I've set it now, it's set contemporary. But no, I haven't pushed
any deliberate political parallels. I
think that the play is a lot about
power, and domination, and
freedom But I haven't pushed
them from any particular angle. I
thought about that whole sort of
process originally, and I'm very
glad I didn't try to do this,
because I understand the Alley
has very recently done it—
Measure for Measure. I thought,
that's so pertinent, particularly in

made secondary to that throughout the rehearsal process.... Also,
people have such different
opinions of what [The Tempest] is
about. Some people think it's
Shakespeare's bitterest, most
twisted play, and some people
think it's an absolutely golden
vision of the world as it should
be. Academics disagree more

More than any other art form,
theater...has the ability to thrust you
somehow into the present.
about this play than they do
probably about any other....It was
originally looked at as a comedy,
in the original folio, but it's come
to be known as a romance, along
with Winter's Tale, Cymbahne,
and the other late plays.
How will directing affect your
work as an actor!
Well, I won't know until I go
back to doing it. One thing is that
I want to carry on directing. I
really, really enjoy it and I've
wanted to do it for ages and ages.
It's incredibly fortuitous how this
came about. Had it happened
earlier, I would have been loathe
to commit myself that far in
advance for such a long spell.
How did you prepare yourself
to direct!
Well, I really didn't know
what to do, to be honest with
you. I read the play a lot, and read
around it and so on. But in the
end I think you just have to do it.
I made quite a few choices when I
was casting that affected quite
strongly what I was going to be
doing. One was to choose to have
this chorus, and the other was to
cast three of the roles as
women....At first I thought, I
can't do this play because there

I mean, I just think it's more interesting
because they're women... .The male
world is more boring.
the South, with all the religious
hypocrisy and all that...
And then I decided that isn't
really my job here. My job was to
do something where I could kind
of focus on the theatrical aspect.
And also, what I've been concerned to avoid, really, because I
get fed up with being in these
productions myself, where you
get stuck in a show where the
director's come up with an idea,
around which the whole show
should revolve, and everything is

the play, which is how it's
written, makes the play a very
'particular thing that brings out
the kind of—um, I guess it makes
it a much stranger play, sexually
a very strange play, which it is.
Having three other women, it
seems less of an issue perhaps. I
don't know if that's a good thing
or a bad thing, but it's more

aren't enough women in it. At
that time I didn't know the ratio
here was that way 'round....I
toyed with having a female
Prospero. I toyed with having
Prospero alone on the island with
only women. But in the end, I
decided not to do any of those
things.
Has this brought a new
dimension of gender issues to the
play!
I don't really know....Having
Miranda as the only woman in

interesting, perhaps. I mean, I just
think it's more interesting
because they're worn en.... The
male world is more boring.
So what do you think about
the theory that Shakespeare
didn't exist! Is that for academics to worry about!
Yes, as far as I'm concerned....
How important is it to the
play, or to the audience, that it is
Shakepeare!
I don't think it makes any
difference, I mean I don't see
why. We know so little about
Shakespeare anyway....
So why is it important that we
still perform Shakespeare! This
is my naive question.
In some places and in some
ways, the emphasis is excessively
on Shakespeare. I'll say that,
being a Shakepearean
actor....What's happened in
England in the last 10 years is the
regional theater's absolutely
dying....And so very, very few
theaters do modern work. And
here it seems to be the reverse,
more and more theaters are doing
a lot of new work....I think the
only reason for doing Shakespeare
is because he's a good writer.
You mentioned in the beginning of this interview that there
were certain things that you
beheved in and wanted to see in
the theater!
I guess above all else I believe
in magic. I think the theater
should be a place you come away
from with a sense of
possibilities....! think another
thing the theater should do is
•bring people into the present
moment. Theater happens
moment by moment. Most of us
spend very little time in the
present. We're thinking about
what we're going to be doing
tomorrow, or things that happened to us in the past. I think
unlike any—more than any other
art form, theater...has the
ability—at best—to thrust you
somehow into the present.

The Mystery of Edwin Drood

History professor John Boles, the resident expert on Rice, will
lecture on Rice's early history, Tuesday, March 24, at the Coffeehouse.

Colloquium
The George R. Brown School of Engineering will sponsor a
colloquium by Robert J. Saldich, "Raychem: A Marriage of Science
and Business," on March 24 from 3 to 5 p.m. in Herring Hall 124.
Call x4009 for more information.

I

Dance
Rice Dance Theatre presents First Step, a concert composed of
original works by Rice students. Performances will be held March
26,26, and 28 at 8 p.m. in Harjo Dance Studio in the Rice Gym.
Admission is $4- Reservations arerecommended.Call 527-4808 or
527-4058formore information.
COMPILED BY SHALA PHILLIPS

Melvins

FROM PAGE 13

Melvins, a great alternative band
with an established following.
The EP is called Go and if you
buy it you will probably follow
their advice right back to the
store and demand a refund. In
their lame attempt to create
passable college rock, they sound
like the Descendants on an
overdose of dextromethorphan
hydrobromide.
Know what I mean?
I don't know which part of
their music is the worst. Vocals,

guitar-work, drumming and
song-writing are all candidates for
the major flaw award. Basically,
Those Melvins are not so
unforgivable as they are talentless
and pathetic. What did you
expect from New Haven?
The record stopped spinning
and I curled up on the floor,
wailing for a few minutes as I
waited for the pain to pass.
After I shut the stereo down, I
walked back my flat, ascended
the platform, and took up the jar
of Vaseline. My stomach foisted
at the smell. I dug my fingers into
the stuff and ate another handful.

Sid Richardson's presentation of The Mystery of Edwin Drood will open for its regular run March 26.
Unfortunately, the dinner theatre performance is sold out. (Sorry. Find another place to take your
Rondolet date...) Unlike many plays, this production encourages audience participation. The ending
to the murder is voted upon by the audience and promptly acted out by the cast. Tickets for all
performances are $3. Curtains for all performances except March 27 will rise at 8 p.m. On March 27,
the curtain will soar at 9.
V
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Rice Dance Theatre takes First Steps

Best bets off campus...
Poetry Contest
The National Library of Poetry has announced that $12,000 in
prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North
American Open Poetry Contest. The contest is open to everyone
and entry is free. To enter, send one original poem, any subject, and
any style to the National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr.,
P.O. Box 704-PP, Owings Mills, MD 21117. The poem should be
no more than 20 lines. The poet's name and address should appear
at the top of the page. Entries must be postmarked by March 31.

Music
Carolyn McDade, a feminist musician from the Boston area, will
lead "A Day of Reflection with Music," Saturday, March 21, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Dominican Motherhouse (6501 Almeda
Road). Registration begins at 8 a.m. There is a $10 fee. Call 7473310 for more information.
The Austin Lounge Lizards will perform at McGonigePs Mucky
Duck Saturday, March 21 at 9 p.m. Admission is $8. Advance
tickets are available. Call 528-5999 for more information.
On March 26, 27, and 28, Rice Dance Theatre will present First Step, a concert focusing upon new
choreography by Rice students. The program includes works created with a variety of music and styles.
Angie Fosters "Because It's There" contrasts sharp fast movements with a slower lyrical style, while
Sarah Hamill's dance is set to bag-pipe music. Mimi Cho, Amy Miller, and Jeanne Nuechterlein are
scheduled to perform "Dancing Toward the Edge," an energetic dance with a strong primitive feel.
The performances will be held at 8 p.m. in the Harjo Dance Studio on the first floor of Rice Gym.
General admission is $4. Reservations are recommended. Call 527-4808 or 527-4058 for more informa-

Jeffrey Siegel will give the third in his Keyboard Conversations
series Sunday, March 22 at 4 p.m. in the Dudley Recital Hall on the
University of Houston campus, entrance 16 off Cullen Blvd. The
program will focus on Aaron Copeland and Leonard Bernstein.
Tickets are $12. Call 227-ARTS for more information.

Lecture

Perlman concert lackluster
BY JENNIFER M. LEE

//

I

.t's Itzhak!" raved the
Society for Performing Arts
advertisement. For me and 2500
like-minded competitors for
parking spaces, that excited little
blurb was summons enough to
draw us on Thursday, March 12
to Jones Hall, where we battled a
most daunting traffic snarl in
order to witness the wonder of
violinist Itzhak Perlman and
pianist Samuel Sanders.
As we crawled around the
plaza and the anxiety-filled
moments approached curtain
time, I mentally thanked my
editor, who had wisely given me
an extra ticket so that someone
else, my date, could temporarily
misplace the car while I sprinted
to my seat in time to witness the
beginning of the concert.
At a generously late 8:15 p.m.
the concert began. No one rose to
greet the bespectacled violinist as
he began crossing the stage,
although the applause was warm
and enthusiastic. Unfortunately,
his opening selection, Schubert's
Rondo Brillant in B minor, Opus
70, did little to take my attention
away from simply watching him.
Here at last was the man I'd seen
only on PBS and on paper, heard
only in reproduction, playing a
piece I wouldn't have chosen to
hear even if he had recorded it.
During the piece's frequent
duets, Perlman and Sanders
proceeded with unflinching
finesse, demonstrating their
admirably seamless partnership.
Perlman did not demonstrate his
technical mastery of the piece as
flawlessly by himself. In spite of
his obvious disregard for the
music stand before him, which
demonstrated his knowledge of
the piece, his E string attacks
were disappointingly messy.
Aside from the pleasure of
watching him play and defy every
violin teacher's rules on posture
without too many repercussions,
the only impressions I remember
are the sounds of his whistling,
poorly attacked triple-stop chords
contrasting his famously lyrical
tone on the lower strings.
The recital truly came to life
during Perlman and Sanders'
rendition of Shostakovich's
Sonata for Violin and Piano,
Opus 134. The musicians filled
the hall with motion and color.
The cool impersonal tones of the
sonata's pentatonic scale called
attention to the performers and to
the stage itself, creating an
awareness of the performance in
ways which a more melodic piece

could not. The atonality of the
piece compels the audience to
listen with greater attention than
a more conventional sound
would require, sensitizing its
imagination to visual aspects of
the performance normally taken
for granted.
While listening to this piece, I
noticed how bare the stage was,
how small the performers, and
how plausibly they could be
surrounded by spirits and
dancers.
Perlman's visible involvement with the piece, periodically
manifested through a unique way
of bringing his violin to the bow,
accentuated the passion and
mystery underlying the piece's
slightly alien sound.
Shostakovich, too, deserves
credit for the warmth in this
piece; in the third movement, he
generates anticipation of the
theme with a series of attentiongetting chords, only to catch the
audience off guard by introducing
the melody with mocking
pizzicato.
The excitement buzzing
around before the concert was
nowhere to be found among the
clusters of people milling about
after its first half. If audience
reaction can be gauged in the

bathroom line, people were
nonplussed and to an extent
bewildered during intermission.
As one man remarked, "It's a fine
performance, but I'm not familiar
with the repertoire, so I'm
enjoying it, but...."
During the remainder of the
concert, Perlman and Sanders
continued with their selections of
lesser-known recital pieces. The
discrepancy between the performers' concept of this evening as a
low-key affair among friends and
the audience's expectations of
experiencing an unforgettable
performance tainted Perlman's
performance of Dvorak's
Sonatina in G Major, Opus 100.
Although in a more informal
environment he may have been
able to create something very
beautiful out of the piece's
simplicity, the fact that he was
too good to be doddering and too
mature to be sprightly left him
playing something inappropriately easy and uninteresting.
Between the first and second
movements, Perlman lost his
authority when the audience
forced him to wait an unconventionally long time while it
coughed, fidgeted, and grumbled.
The remainder of the piece

T h e Rice Design Alliance will continue its lecture series on
"Hispanic Traditions in American Architecture" with a lecture by
Karen J. Weitze. Her talk, which will focus upon the California
missions, will be held March 26 at 8 p.m. in the Brown Auditorium
of the Houston Museum of Fine Arts. Admission is $.3 for students.,
$5 for RDA or MFA members, and $7 for all others.

Consort with
thefollowersof all
religions
with friendliness!

the Baha'i Faith
For Information

SEE PERLMAN, PAGE 18

Those Who Dig
sing at Willy's grave
BY SHALA PHILLIPS

A

. little before 2 p.m. on
Monday, March 16, a delegation
from UT quietly entered the
quad. Calmly, they surveyed the
area, then, instruments in hand,
headed toward Willy's statue.
There they casually arranged
themselves and their instruments
comfortably at Willy's feet. A few
minutes passed, a quick count,
then a burst of music energized
the quad.
Those Who Dig had arrived.
Students paused to listen for a
moment between classes and
stayed to celebrate the beautiful
day with the help of the Austin
band's eclectic folk rock as the
group proceeded to give the first
open air concert in Willy's recent
memory.
The Hand moved smoothly
through their set, obviously
performing for their own amusement as well as that of their
audience. Their repetoire ranged
from songs glorifying the "mito-

chondria: the little powerhouse in
me" to a ballad dedicated to
Wayne Newton.
Free concerts are nothing new
for Those Who Dig. They
developed their following by
giving free performances on
University of Texas' West Mall.
The young band has gathered
quite a devoted set of fans—their
album, Trouser Gallery, spent
four weeks on Tower Records'
Top 25 list, reaching #7. Those
Who Dig also held the title of top
selling Austin band for four
weeks.
Quite an impressive track
record for a band who's only been
together since fall of 1991.
The college band planned to
spend the rest of its Spring Break
touring the South, giving free
concerts on college campuses
such as Tulane and University of
Alabama, while hopefully
arranging future appearances in
clubs in the surrounding areas.
They said that they do plan to
return to the Houston area
eventually.
Then they jisked me for more
information about the Coffeehouse. . .

Call:

West University
Baha'f Community
664-0776

Happy Hour 4:00 PM - 8:00 PM daily
Monday Night is College Night
$1.00 for all drafts in the house
Fri., Mar. 20

People W i t h Hands Rockabilly

Sat., Mar. 21

The Swammi's

Sun., Mar. 22

Brass Quintet

Tue., Mar. 24

Songwriter's Night

Wed., Mar. 25

Galleria Strings - Classical

Thur., Mar. 26

Houstonian Big Band

Fri., Mar. 27

Steve Jamail & Sean McPherson

Live music, darts, sports, private parties!
1617 Richmond • Houston, TX 77006 • (713)528-3545
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Woody Allen deals with Shadows and Fog
BY BRIAN BEEGHLY
SHADOWS A N D F O G
DIRECTED BY WOODY ALLEN

W.

)dy Allen is the rare
filmmaker who is able to
communicate the absurdity of
the human condition, and at the
same time make an entertaining
movie. In Shadows and Fog, he
satirizes everything about
contemporary Western existence
and somehow emerges victorious,
avoiding self-importance through
a delicacy of craft rarely found in
the movies. This film is a great
one because it is able to achieve
an equilibrium between vastness
of theme and subtlety of presentation that exists only in the
most important films,
For starters, this film is
gorgeous—the entire movie
occurs within a grainy, black-andwhite environment unlike
anything that I have ever seen on

Lily Tomlin, Jodie Foster, and John Cusack star in a scene from Woody Allen's latest film, "Shadows and Fog."

the screen before. The diffusion
and refraction of light contribute
to every scene; shadows and fog
dominate, and communicate the

Chapultepec
Mexican Restaurant

We use low-fat ingredients so you don't have to exercise
as much and can still enjoy good Mexican food!
• 2'Day Seminar •

What Women Should Know About Men

vagueness of the main character's
reality. To call the look of this
film surreal is to understate
exactly how effective it is. The
texture of this film is, in itself, a
triumph.
The camera work, as well, is
startlingly original. When
shooting a boisterous group of
prostitutes conversing on gender,
sex, and the existence of God, the
camera is so active that it is
actually dizzying. But when
showing the Woody Allen
character in a particularly lonely
scene, the camera remains
perfectly still. Allen makes the
camera an active participant in
the shots—moving it toward the
items of interest rather than
letting them come to it. No one
will confuse the camera work of
this film with the boring framing
of television and many mainstream films.
Thematically, Shadows and
Fog, may be the single best
embodiment of Allen's body of
work. It epitomizes all of the
important elements of his

Kittens scratch out new album
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peculiar genius. The character
elements consistently present in
Allen's body of work are embodied in his character Max, played
by Allen himself.
Max is obsessed with death to
the point of denying its possibility. He is incapable of holding
any religious beliefs, but he sees
women as potential saviours, able
to rescue him from the meaning lessness of existence. Most
importantly, Max is a stumbling
incompetent in a world that has
no tolerance for incompetence;
yet, it is a mark of his talent that,
in of this, everyone but Max
looks foolish.
The film begins as Max wakes
from a dream into bleary-eyed
reality. Well-dressed men are
knocking impatiently at the door.
It is immediately apparent, as
Max nervously walks to the door
in pajamas, that these all-tooserious men in their suits and ties
will simply be foils for Allen's
neurotic comedy. The men tell
Max about a stranger who is
systematically murdering

everyone, and the vague outlines
of a plan in which Max must
participate to eradicate this
strangler.
Max gets dressed and reluctantly stumbles out into the
Kafkaesque environment outside
his door to help defeat the
strangler, which at this point is
clearly a symbol for death. But
without any information, he can
only travel randomly, receiving
vague pieces of knowledge about
the stranger from different
groups.
None of these groups are
portrayed in a positive light. It is
an allegory, and Allen takes care
to ridicule artists, intellectuals,
scientists, the police, the
wealthy, the cnurch, business,
and government within its
context.
But it is all conceived so
cleverly and completely that
none of this negativism is
overwhelmingly derisive.
The performances in Shadows
and Fog are impressive. Those
who especially deserve mention
are: Lily Tomlin, Jodie Foster, and
Kathy Bates as cynical, fun-loving
prostitutes; Madonna as a sexy
high-wire circus performer,- John
Malkovich as a circus clown who
considers himself an artist;
Donald Pleasance as a morbid
doctor/scientist; and John Cusack
as a wealthy college student.
At this point in his career
Allen has a reputation that allows
him to acquire any actor or
actress that he wants—he
certainly capitalizes upon that in
this film.
Woody Allen has created a
great film in Shadows and Fog. It
is certainly quite bizarre, but it is
by no means inaccessible. It
would be a shame to see this film
pass quickly and quietly through
its theater run.
See this movie with friends.
But keep in mind that it may lead
to a conversation which lasts
through the night—Shadows and
Fog is that rich.

BY R O S S GRADY

I

It's a straight-up fact that too
much of rock and roll is built
around a handful of songs: a
couple of Beatles, a couple of
Stones; lately, more than a couple
of Led Zeppelin. It's not so bad if
you're an idle listener, or if you're
one of those pathetic mutants
who think they're cool 'cause
they listen to nothing but
"Classic Rock," but if you're like
me, and you actually have to pay
attention to what's coming in and
out of your head, then you're
aching for something more than a
tired rehash of 70's FM radio.
Lately, in fact, even the stuff I
usually turn to, the alternative
scene, has been overloaded with
long-haired Led Zeppelin retreads
from Seattle, like Soundgarden
and Nirvana. Now, I'll admit to
being a total Nirvana addict
myself, but in my case it's not
their Zeppelin jones that thrills
me, but their less-fashionable
Boston affinity. (Don't believe
me? Slap on "Smells Like Teen
Spirit" next to "More Than a
Feeling," and then tell me they're
not the exact same song.)
What the world needs, in fact,
is fewer shameless FM radio ripoffs, and more shameless AM
radio rip-offs, like this week's
band, Chainsaw Kittens.
You see, back in 1978 when
you were listening to Steely Dan
with your pre-Yup stoner
mommies and daddies, a young
man named Tyson Meade was
sitting in his Oklahoma bedroom,
memorizing Cheap Trick's teen-

• Jl
love anthem, "I Want You to
Want Me," and trying on his
sister's clothes. While you were
toking up with your headphones
and your big brother's copy of
Dark Side of the Moon, Tyson
was curled on his flouncy
bedspread, reading Ninety-two m
the Shade and listening to Roxy
Music. And lately, while you've
been stuck listening to Eric
Clapton or the Moody Blues or
some such crap, Tyson's been
squiring his band, Chainsaw
Kittens, all over the country,
spreading that Robin Zander
gospel to the masses.
They're two sides of the same
coin: on one side, you've got
Deep Purple, and on the other
you've got Kiss. Honestly, which
side would you rather be on?
Guys in make-up might look odd
at first, but when you compare
them to the fat unwashed slobs in
Yes, there's no contest. It's no
secret that Gene Simmons has
had more babes than Wilt the
Stilt, if that's how you choose to
keep score.
In any case, there's a movement underway to revive
everything you thought you'd
avoided in our decade, the '70s:
Iggy Pop, the New York Dolls, T.
Rex, David Bowie, Cheap Trick—
anybody that ever snuck
mommy's eyeshadow out of her
purse. And this week, the

Vatican's serving as de facto
headquarters for the thing, with
Atlanta's Impotent Sea Snakes
appearing Friday night and
Chainsaw Kittens rolling in on
Saturday.
The new Chainsaw Kittens
record, Flipped Out in Singapore,
is proof positive that whatever
they're doing to the kids up there
in Norman, Oklahoma (home of
our own BPE, Heidi Huettner),
it's working out just fine. The
album is a double-time tour
through everything that makes
rock and roll great: buzzing
guitars, three-minute songs, and
blonde singers who toss their hair
around and puke onstage.
The record was even produced
by Butch Vig, who's responsible
in part for that big Nirvana
record, as well as the first album
by Smashing Pumpkins, which
explains the dense grind of the
guitars. Guitars aside, though,
about the only other similarity
between those bands is their
inclination to break things.
Tyson said, "Something
usually gets pretty torn up, pretty
out of hand—last time we were
in Houston I passed out and they
had to drag me offstage." (He'd
been mixing vodka and antihistamines again.) "Lately I've been
trying not to throw up onstage."
It's that cute Seventies-style
decadence—no heroin, no dead
animals, just Tyson Meade and
his vomit, winding their way
across the country. And Saturday
night, Tyson Meade and his
vomit will be on the big Vatican
stage, smearing their lipstick,
hiking up their pants, playing the
sweetest little pop songs since
David Cassidy sang "I Think I
Love You," all those years ago.
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Wortham Theatre christened with Mother of Us All
BY SHALA PHILLIPS

T

.he Shepherd School Opera
JLhe broke in the Wortham
Theatre
Opera Theatre in the Alice Pratt
Brown Building with a production of The Mother of Us All.
The theatre did not strike me
initially as being as spectacular a
work of architecture as say, Stude
Concert Hall. The room is
essentially a black box containing
little more than the necessary
seats, stage, and orchestra pit.
However, the minimalistic
design of the room proved to be
perfect for the production. It
provided an intimacy essential to
the success of the opera. Mother
of Us All, which focuses upon the
struggles of Susan B. Anthony as
she fought for women's suffrage,
was written in part by Gertrude
Stein—and thus is not necessarily
immediately accessible for an
audience viewing the play
without knowledge of its
historical background. However,
the close proximity of the
audience to the stage brought the
action to the audience in a way
which encouraged them to
struggle through the difficult
moments.
The stage itself fascinated me.
The set, which duplicated Stein's
salon, was extremely versatile. It
split apart to allow the staging for

the next act to slide forth.
Although there was a great deal
of set shifting during the course
of the opera, it was handled
smoothly by the members of the
crew.
Director Micha Hendel met
the challenge of blending a large
cast with a small stage well. He
moved the cast smoothly around
the available area, even incorporating the space around the
orchestra pit when necessary.
Although the cast is too large
for me to compliment every
player, the performances on the
whole were very well prepared
and delivered. A few stand out in
my mind. The night I viewed the
opera, Dawn Sheridan sang the
role of Susan B. Anthony well,
using her strong voice to project
Anthony's determination and
conviction.
Perhaps the most interesting
roles from an acting standpoint
would be those of Gertrude Stein
and Virgil Thomson (played by
Melissa Givens and Chris Michel
respectively). Stein, who wrote
the text for the opera, wrote
herself and Virgil Thomson, who
wrote the music, into the opera
itself. As characters, these two
stand outside of the action,
seeming almost to direct the
production, yet interacting on
several occasions with the
characters in the main story.
Givens and Michel did an
excellent job of striking a balance

between their roles as dispassionate narrator/directors and actors
within the opera itself.
The production of Mother of
Us All is the latest endeavor by
the Shepherd School Opera
Theatre. The Opera Theatre has
been designed to provide students
with a chance to develop their
performance skills and to give
them a glimpse of the operatic
life. According to Lynn
Greebling, "The goal is to give
students an experience as close to
the professional experience as we
can in academic life."
Greebling stated that the
energy required to sustain an
operatic production easily
exceeds that for a play or even a
musical. The singers are almost
never performing in the middle of
their vocal range. She said that
the Opera Theatre gave students
a chance to develop the stamina
required to sing the difficult areas
of their ranges over an orchestra.
She cited the problem of
stamina as one reason why the
run of the opera hadn't been
longer. "Four nights for a run for
a school this size is about the
limit.... The toll on the students'
schedules has been very heavy."
Tom Littman pointed out that
the run this year doubled that of
previous years. "There were
twice as many performances this
year. It's difficult for the students
to do more."
The production was received

well by the local community.
Tom Littman, the publicity
coordinator for Shepherd School
activities said few seats were left
unclaimed for each performance.
Although he estimated that 20
percent of the people who had
reserved tickets for a performance
failed to claim those seats, nearly
every seat was taken by students
or community members who
arrived on the night of the
performance without reservations.
However, Littman pointed out
that though everyone who
attended the performance was
seated, not every one who had
wanted to see the play actually
did. Many people called and were
told that the opera was sold out,
so they did not try to attend the
evening performances.
Some students have com-

plained about the lack of seating,
speculating that tickets had been
released to the community first.
They cited the high percentage of
community members at each
performance and the difficulty
students faced in getting tickets
as proof. Givens, however, said
that the ticketing crunch was
more of a misjudgement than
anything else. "Because the
deadlines for newspapers and
radio are so much earlier than for
the Thresher, they did the
preliminary advertising early and
were overwhelmed by the
response. After some discussion,
they opened the dress rehearsal
on Wednesday to the public....I
think they were just
surprised...The first time you use
a space it's a learning
experience....It's a matter of trial
and error."
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William Greaves wrote, produced and directed Black Power in America. He appeared at the Museum of Fine Arts March 13-14.

BY BRADLEY MONTON
BLACK POWER IN AMERICA:
MYTH. . . OR REALITY?
DIRECTED BY WILLIAM GREAVES

L

Fike most of the 200 films
that William Greaves has made,
Black Power in America: Myth...
or Realityis a documentary.
Unlike most documentaries,
though, this one is actually
interesting.
What makes it interesting is
that Greaves makes the film with
an explicit editorial bias. While
he does not try to ram his
opinions down our throats, he
does let his views about black
power be known.
The film consists mainly of
interviews, conducted by
Greaves, with powerful blacks
like Franklin Thomas, head of the
Ford Foundation, Harold Washington, mayor of Chicago, and
Chuck Stone, prominent journalist. It also has clips of speeches
given by various black leaders. I
found most interesting the clips
focusing on local grassroots black
organizations. I have seen
speeches and interviews before, ^

but I have never listened to a
local black group discuss ways to
empower themselves.
The filming style reflects what
is being filmed. When Greaves is
interviewing a calm professor, the
camera stays still and focuses on
his face.
When the highly animated
Don King appears, the camera
movements reflect his excitement. During the final moments
of King's interview, King's
fingers, playing with his large
gold rings, fill the screen. This is
appropriate, since King's gold
rings are a symbol of his personality and his power.
The slightly shaky, down-toearth filming during organizational meetings makes you feel as
if you are present. When one
speaker stops and another starts,
the camera moves blurringly
between the two, reflecting the
head movements of those at the
meeting.
Jane Jackson summarized the
general them of the movie:
"Individual success does not
matter if it's not part of a group
success." Emphasizing group
orientation like that is, to me, a
scary thought.
I spoke with Greaves about
Black Power in America: "That

movie deals with the black
middle class, basically. It deals
with the movers and shakers of
the black middle class, and it's an
examination—an investigation—
of how much influence they
really have, and how the black
community rates with respect to
power when judged by the
amount of power that is effectively utilized by the other ethnic
groups." Greaves went on to
conclude that blacks do not have
a lot of power compared to other
ethnic groups, and thus should
not be feared.
Some of those people featured
in Greaves's film disagree with
this basic premise. People like
Tom Bradley, mayor of Los
Angeles, Jesse Jackson, head of
the Rainbow Coalition, and Don
King, boxing promoter, all argued
that what counts is the individual
and not the race or color.
I found it interesting that
Greaves hid all these people who
disagreed with him at the
beginning of his film. I also found
it interesting that these people
were the most powerful black
leaders featured in this documentary.
Black Power in America will
be shown 8 p.m. Friday, March
20, at the Museum of Fine Arts.
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Miranda is sensible and tomboyish rather than meek and
graceful. At first I had trouble
believing that she is a girl who
has grown up in virtual isolation
from society. She fits a little too
easily back into the standard role
of the romantic heroine. However, Kropa's energetic performance is endearing and commendable for a part that could
easily fade into a wide-eyed daze.
O.J. Morris has the difficult
task of playing the romantic hero
Ferdinand; however, he manages
to avoid the standard romantic
hero stereotype in his performance. His stoic love for
Miranda seems sincere, but not
overdone.
The presence of Ariel is
prominent throughout the play,
largely due to the talents of
Bemadette Gillece. Smug and
perky, her light, child-like mood
seems just right for the part of an
air spirit. Her beautiful, lilting
voice adds to her performance.
Stephen Dartt is enthralling in
his physical and emotional
portrayal of Caliban. His convincingly animal-like physical
tumblings and antics along with
his lisping, halting grumblings
convince the audience that while
he resembles a creature, he is still
fundamentally human. Dartt's
ability to sustain this difficult
posture, both in body and in
mind, is a credit to his talent and
his constitution.
Kate Huston is a wonderful
choice for Gonzalo, whose good
sense of morality carries throughout the play. The casting of a
female for the part of Gonzalo
gives the part the flavor of a
maternal comforter, the one who
says, "look on the bright side,
honey." One must also note that
Gonzalo, the woman, is constantly ignored by the men.
Gonzalo's speech about a land
without money or fighting

suddenly assumes gender-specific
implications. Huston's Gonzalo
is a constant source of good and
comfort.
Terry Hurley and Chepe
Lockett as Sebastian and Antonio
are in turns sharply funny and
darkly menacing. Sparks fly as
the two banter with Gonzalo, as
well as when they plot against
the king. Lockett's final exit is
especially powerful, his last look
at the audience immensely
disturbing. Mike Dobson as
Adrian is an effective addition to
this sinister crowd.
Oren Hayon as the tipsy butler
with the Napoleon complex plays
his part to perfection. His high
comic energy, as he totes his
never-empty bottle of wine,
drives the hilarious scenes
between Caliban, Stephano and
Trinculo. It is obvious that much
work was necessary to get the
scenes between these three to
play with such deceptive spontaneity and ease.
Jennifer Hailey takes a risk
playing Trinculo as a country
singing redneck. However, her
risk pays off beautifully. And
really, is it that much of a stretch
to view the cowboy as a modern

Perlman
FROM PAGE 15

unfolded beautifully and uneventfully, with Perlman's coaxing
happy glances into the first few
rows of the audience generating
few responses of any sort further
back.
The program came to its
official unremarkable end with
Smetana's From My Homeland,
a similarly uninspiring piece. By
this time even Perlman seemed
bored with the recital.
At the end of the piece, two
hopelessly enthusiastic groupies,
impervious to the relative
blandness of the recital itself,
sprang to their feet, beginning an
ovation in which I affirmed my
affection for Perlman, instead of

day court jester?
Perhaps the binding force in
this production is the presence of
the spirited mariners who partake
in a major part of the action.
Their addition to all parts of the
production are invaluable in
setting the atmosphere of the
play. The feast scene in the
second act is powerfully effective
in its wild fervor. I also enjoyed
the wedding sequence, where the
spirits lapse into the frolicking of
hippie commune, with Prospero
as the spiritual guru. Perhaps it is
the versatility of this group that
is most impressive—their ability
to play a group of spirits, Greek
deities, or a pack of angry dogs.
Their singing ability also contributes to the play.
Church's production is
theatrically exciting and innovative while remaining faithful to
the original text of Shakespeare.
Superb acting, innovative
direction, and a clever set design
combine together to give The
Tempest an energy worthy of its
name.
The Tempest is playing March
23-29 in the Baker Commons.
Call 630-8044 for ticket information.
my enthusiasm concerning his
performance.
In a trio of encores which I
labelled "The Real Recital,"
Perlman rewarded our loyalty
handsomely by bringing out
pieces he obviously loved playing.
Two selections were arrangements by Heifitz: a Mendelssohn
piece, "Sweet Remembrance"
from Songs Without Words, and a
Gershwin song; the third piece
was a flashy Spanish number by
Sarasate
Just minutes before his 2500
supporters resumed their lives in
the Jones Plaza parking garage,
Perlman transformed the disappointment I'd been stomaching
into satisfaction, sending me
home with the enthusiasm which
I'd brought to the concert.
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SPORTS
Tech loss, NIT rejection
end basketball season
by Randy Block
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Pitcher Bo Johnson fires a pitch against Texas Southern University Tuesday. Johnson threw five hitless innings.

Baseball team anticipates Baylor series
by Paul Abosch
TheOwls (18-11,7-8 SWC) begina
series against the Baylor Bears (17-9,
8-7) in Waco today. If Rice can take
two of three from the Bears, they will
move into third place in the conference.
Head Coach Wayne Graham said,
"Second place in the conference just
about guarantees a spot in the
regionals of the College World Series
and the third place team in the conference should also be given a spot"
Two wins in Waco will give the
Owls 20 victories with over half the
season played. Graham said, "We're
now in control of our destiny. WeVe
won in six of seven one-run games and
we've also won all three extra-inning
games which we've played."
"We're improving in the field and
some of our hitters who haven't generated a lot of power are starting to
come around and hit the ball better. If
we just keep improving in a couple of
areas there's no reason why we
shouldn't win."
To prepare for the Baylor series,
the Owls played two midweek games
against Houston Baptist and Texas

Southern. On Wednesday, Rice played
seven of nine innings before heavy
rain ended the game with the Owls
ahead, 9-8.
HBU actually sent two batters to
the plate in the top of the eighth. The
first reached base on a single to right
field. James Madrid (3-1), who earned
the victory, started the next batter
with a ball when the rain came down.
On Tuesday, Rice played an
unscheduled game against TSU. "We
wanted to play them because we
needed three games to have a 56game schedule," Graham explained.
"We may also ask Lamar or Sam
Houston to make single games into
doubleheaders. The more wins we
have, the better our chance for making the regionals."
Earlier in the season, Rice scored
26 runs against TSU, a Rice record for
number of runs scored in agame.This
time around it was almost as sloppy,
as the Tigers committed ten errors in
the game and allowed Rice to pull
away to a 13-2 victory.
Bo Johnson (2-2) started the game
and pitched five hitless innings. Another game against TSU is scheduled
for next Tuesday evening at 7 p.m.
Last weekend began very roughly

Rice falls short at NCAA meet
by John Akers
Rice sent seven members from its
track teams to the NCAA IndoorTrack
and Field Championships last weekend in Indianapolis.
Claudia Haywood turned in the
group's most outstanding performance, capturing second place in the
triple jump. Her distance of 43' 41/2"
inches earned her All-America honors for the second straight year.
Most of the other Rice athletes did
not do as well as they had hoped.
Many did well during the preliminary
rounds, but were either injured or
failed to qualify for final round.
Gabriel Luke, the two-time indoor
national champion in the 400 meters,
suffered a strained hamstring in the
finals of this year's 400 and did not
finish the race. After turning in the
third-fastest qualifying time, 46.87
seconds, he felt that, if not for his
untimely injury, he would have won
again.
Head Coach Steve Straub said
lake's injury wasn't too serious, and

that, "he should beclose to full strength
by the Meeting of Minds meet in two
weeks."
Rice's 4x400 meter relay team of
Luke, James Brown, Bryan Bronson
and George Alexander also did well
early on, setting a school record with
the fourth-fastest qualifying time,
3:07.79. Luke had to withdraw because
of his injury, after he was replaced by
Jose Hernandez, the team went on to
finish seventh in the finals.
Bronson ran a school record time
of 21.18 in the 200 meter dash, but
failed to qualify for the finals. Kareem
Streete-Thompson, another AllAmerican, fouled three times and
failed to qualify for the finals in the
long jump.
Yvette Haynes competed in the
triple jump with Haywood, and finished
tenth with a jump of 41*11 3/4*.
Although shedidntwin, Haywood
was pleased with her performance, as
she came close to her personal best of
43' 5*. She was beaten only by defending champ Leah Kirklin from the University of Florida, who jumped barely
under 44 feet

for the Owls with a 5-3 loss against Ole
Miss, followed by a 10-3 loss to Oklah o m a Rice avenged their loss to
Oklahoma the next day.
Rice had a 3-1 lead going into the
top of the ninth with Darrell
Richardson (6-2) on the mound.
Oklahoma led off the inning with a
home run to make it 3-2. Graham
decided to pull Richardson in place of
Johnson, who allowed a base hit to his
first batter. After that runner moved to
second on a sacrifice bunt, Graham
once again made a pitching change.
This time Jim Miller came in.
Miller struck out his first batter,
and the next batter singled, scoring
the tying run. The game went into
extra frames as Rice failed to score in
the bottom of the inning. The Owls
wrapped it up in the tenth inning on
Donald Aslaksen's home run, which
made it 4-3..
Graham said that Rice did well
considering the competition. "Both
Oklahoma and Mississippi are really
tough opponents. Oklahoma is a threat
to win the Big Eight while Mississippi
is a very good hitting team. They
probably won't win the SEC, but they
will contend for a spot in the top of
their conference."

The Rice Owls basketball team
ended their season on a low note last
Saturday night as they lost to the Texas
Tech Red Raiders (15-14) byascoreof
65-62 in the first round of the Southwest Conference Tournament.
The Owls simply did not play at the
level that earned them their best
record, 20-11, since 1954. They shot
only 30 percent from the three-point
line and made only seven of 17 free
throws. In fact, Rice never led after
two and a half minutes into the game,
closing the door on their chances for
post-season tournament play.
Tech center Will Flemons, the
Southwest Conference's player of the
year, controlled the game with 26
points and nine rebounds. It was
Flemons' five free throws (10 of 11
overall) in the final 20 seconds that
iced the game for Tech.
"When we got the ball to Will, he
stepped up and took over," said Tech
coach James Dickey.
"We came out in the second half
with fire in our eyes. Those first ten
minutes were the turning point of the
game," said Flemons.
It was in those ten minutes that
Tech raised their intensity as well as
the level of play. After Rice tied the
game at 35, Tech forward Lamont
Dale spurred his team on with eight
points during a 17-4 Tech run.
Rice battled back in the last three
minutes asguard Marvin Moore came
through with six points. But with the
Red Raiders up 61-60, the Owls were
forced to foul, and ended up watching
Flemons sink four free throws in the
last seconds to end Rice's season.
Moore, who shot five for 14, and
guard Dana Hardy, who went two for
10, both played belowtheir usual level.
Hardy fouled out in his final game for
Rice, and Moore did not get his shots
to fall until the final ten minutes.
Moore had scored over 20 points
and shot above 50 percent in the games
against Tech this year. This game's
performance was not as good. Dickey
felt his team did a betterjob defen sively
on Moore than their two previous
encounters with the Rice guard.
"Lamont Dale did a good job
guarding Marvin. We got to him on
the transition and bothered him," said
Dickey.

T h e y definitely concentrated on
Marvin and Dana They didn't give us
any room outside," said a frustrated
Rice Head Coach Scott Thompson.
"This was a disappointing loss, but
when you get a fourth and a fifth seed
playing each other its going to be
evenly matched. Our guys were hungry; they were hungrier."
The high notes for Rice were center Brent Scott's 17 points, as well as
forward Ken Rourke's 13 point farewell performance. Moore was the
Owls' second leading scorer with 15,
and Tech's lance Hughes was held to
only seven points after burning Rice
for 31 at Autry in February.
It was perhaps thisfirstround tournament loss that caused the National
Invitational Tournament (NIT)to reject the Owls and refuse them entry
into any post-season action.
"The Tech loss was definitely a
factor," said Jack Bowers of the NIT
selection committee. "But we also
looked at their power rating, their
schedule. It was a very difficult call;
they were on the selection board all
evening."
Overall, the reasons for Rice's exclusion were the Tech loss, a lack of
big wins against tough teams, and a
small fan base.
The team's outlook was not especially bitter since they expect to contend next year and accomplish bigger
things. Assistant Coach Grey
Giovanine saw the snubbing as more
of a business decision than a judgement on Rice's talent
"We're really disappointed, but the
N IT is a private organizatio n. They are
not held accountable like the NCAA.
They want the best draws, but there
are teams there that are not as good as
we are," he said. "They need gate
receipts. Kansas State finished seven th
in the Big Eight and is hosting a game.
But they will fill their stadium."
"I guess losing to Tech hurt a lot,"
said another disappointed Owl, forward Torrey Andrews, "But we can't
look down on a year when we won 20
games. All in all, our season was pretty
consistent, pretty good."
Giovanine agreed. "We moved up
in the conference; we had probably
the greatestvktory in our history when
we beat Texas; we won 20 games. We
had a dynamite year. Are we satisfied ?
No, we want to compete for the con
ference championship."

They're back...

Head Coach Fred Goldsmith makes a point to some of his players at football practice Wednesday. The
football team began spring practice last Friday at the Stadium.
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Men's tennis loses three straight matches
by Peter Howley
The Rice men's tennis team lost
matches to regional rivals Arkansas,
Texas Christian and Southern Methodist last week despite the excellent
play of Jose Medrano, Juan LaValle
and Willie Dann. The Owls, who
dropped to 4-4 overall with the losses,
will face Tennessee, Michigan and
Kansas as they host the Rice Invitational this weekend.
Medrano and Dann kept Rice in
the match against 14th-ranked Arkansas at Jake Hess Tennis Stadium
Wednesday with victories at third and
fifth singles.
The Razorbacks were ahead 4-2
after singles play, and had to win only
one of three doubles matches.
Arkansas locked up the match
when Rice's third doubles team of
Dann and Nick Lorenzini lost to their
Arkansas opponents.
LaValle and Medrano turned in
the only wins for Rice Saturday as the
Owls lost to TCU, the second-ranked
team in the nation. LaValle played the
tenth-ranked player in the nation at
second singles, winning in three sets,
2-6, 7-6,6-4.
"In the first set he was beating me
very easily, but I still played well,"
LaValle said. "In the second set, he

missed a few shots and I got my con- three singles matches, but lost as a
fidence back."
team, 5-3. Again, Medrano led the
Medrano won at the third singles way, winning the second singles
position.
match, 6-4,6-4.
"I think it was an upset," Medrano
"It was a pretty hard match,"
said. "He was supposed to be pretty Medrano said. "I played a baseliner
good, but I played consistently enough guy, and it helped that I could come to
to beat him."
the net often."
Rice's top seed, Steve Campbell,
Campbell won in the top slot, 7-5,6was unable to overcome TCU's num- 2. "In thefirstset, he played extremely
ber one player. He lost in straight sets, welL In the second sethis serve slowed
6-3,6-4.
down a bit" Campbell said. "Once I
"My opponent was conference got into the match, it was all over."
champion last year, so I knew it would
Willie Dann also pulled outa singles
be a tough match," Campbell said. "I victory at the fifth singles spot
played okay, but I didnt play him like
"We didnt pull off any of the close
I should have."
matches," Turville said. "If you play
Campbell was ranked fourth in the any given team at their place, the home
nation in the March 10 Volvo Colle- court advantage makes a difference."
giate Tennis Rankings, his highest
Turville called this weekend's Rice
position ever. He was ranked 17th in Invitational a "great opportunity to
the previous ranking.
knock off some big teams." Tennes"Hell probably stay up in the top see is the nation's 12th-ranked team,
ten," said Head Coach Larry Turville. while Kansas is ranked 17th.
"He might have a loss here and there,
"It's going to be a tough weekend
but I think he'll be one of our first ail- for everybody," predicted Campbell.
Americans in a long time."
"We might just play well and sweep
As a team, the Owls lost, 7-2.
it"
"We had some really great perfor"I think we're playing pretty well as
mances, but not enough to pull the a team. If all of us play good tennis, we
team through."
have a pretty good chance of getting
"We played the second-ranked some upsets this weekend."
team in the country really close; I felt
All of the games will be played at
pleased," Turville said.
the Jake Hess Tennis Stadium on
AgainstSMU Friday, the Owls won campus.

Juan LaValle prepares to smash a forehand against Arkansas Wednesday.

Women host Rice/Donnay Tennis Classic
by Marilyn Moore

SCORE
BOARD
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Playoff Results
The Team to Beat d. Ninja Hands of Death
12-15, 16-14, 15-11
Jackson Nine d. Brown Shit 15-12,15-6
Frogs d. The Team to Beat 15-1,15-3
Jackson Nine d. Team Steve 15-5,15-5
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Playoff Results
Boys 'an Girls 'n the Hood d. Just For Fun
15-3, 154
Broken Limbs & Dreams d. Frogs 13-15,
15-12, 15-9
More of Usd. 2 Oh L'Amour 15-11,15-7
M R Pigs d. Wham, Bam, Spam 15-5,15-7
Boys 'an Girls 'n the Hood d. Broken
Limbs & Dreams 15-7,10-15,15-11
CO-ED WALLYBALL
3 Oh L'Amour
Us
Death From Above
Velveetas
Corner Play
Hairball
Rebels Without a Pause
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Championship Game
Bom Squad d. Ballbusters 26-17
MEN'S SOFTBALL
Tuesday League
Northern Yankees
Velveetas
PMBs
A Bunch of Shitters
liposuction Casserole
Foozbar Bazball
Thursday League
Big Swinging Sticks
American Gladiators
The Filters
Doa
Ohm Runs
Friday League #1
Sid Vicious
I'm Your Dad
Butts weat
Periscope Depth
Pressed Ham
Friday League #2
Token Opposition VI
Chorizo con huevos
Be like Mike
Terra Incognita
Who in the Hell is Ian Frommer
Saturday League
Whisker Bisquits
Illusions of Grandeur
Who's Left
Shepherd Singers
Frank 'n Spam
Field of Screams

W
3
3
2
1
0
1
W
2
1
1
1
0
W
2
2
1
1
0
W
3
2
1
0
0
W
3
2
2
1
0
0

L
1
1
1
2
3
2
L
0
0
0
1
2
L
0
1
1
2
2
L
0
0
1
2
3
L
0
1
1
1
2
3

CO-ED SOFTBALL
Saturday 10:45 am League
Javalinas
Career Service Job Squad

W
3
1

L
0
0

f/V

, i

•

Yeah, We're That Bad
Rock Solid
Havers and lackers
Saturday 1 pm League
Revenge of the Moose
Daves & Babes
2 Velveetas
Susies
Activated Sludge
Saturday 2:15 pm League
The Cavorting Beasties
Los Bobos
Wrath of Khan
Playin' Gutsy
Menage a Douze
Sunday League
BHF
Mega Flops
Grad House
Chunks & Chabes
Brisquit Babes & Melba Men

1
0
0
W
2
2
2
0
0
W
2
2
2
0
0
W
2
2
2
0
0

2
2
2
L
0
0
1
2
2
L
0
0
1
2
3
L
0
1
1
2
2

ULTIMATE FRISBEE
Blue League
Disc Hogs from Hell
Front Hooks are More Fun
The D2"s
Four Marios of the Apocalypse
Toxic Crusaders
Gray League
My Disc is Bigger Than Yours
Lovett Sucks
Bum Phillips & Jockheads
Centripedal Force
BSUltimate
Catbutt

W
2
1
1
0
0
W
2
1
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
2
L
0
0
1
1
1
2

MEN'S COLLEGE SOCCER
GSA 2, Hanszen 1
Will Rice 2, Wiess 0
Will Rice 6, Hanszen 1
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
GSA 77, Brown 52
GSA 74, Wiess 69
MEN'S COLLEGE VOLLEYBALL
GSAd. Brown 15-1,15-9
Lovett d. Will Rice 14-16,16-14,12-9
Baker d. Wiess 15-7,15-5
Jones d. Hanszen 15-5,15-11
GSAd. Sid Rich 11-15,1S2,15-10
Will Rice d. Wiess 15-17,156, 12-6
Hanszen d. Sid Rich 15-9,12-15,15-9
GSAd. Lovett 15-3,15-5
Baker d. Jones 15-7,15-10
Will Rice d. Brown 15-16,16-14
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Hanszen 15, Lovett 8
Sid Rich 20, Will Rice 5
Jones d. Baker (forfeit)
Brown 42, GSA 23
Baker 53, Will Rice 4
Wiess 42, GSA 18
Hanszen 41, Sid Rich 21
Jones 31, Brown 20
Baker 26, Lovett 14
Baker 18, Brown 16
Wiess 25, Sid Rich 24

The Rice women's tennis team
hosted the Rice/Donnay Tennis Classic last weekend at Jake Hess Tennis
Stadium. The Owls turned in an impressive performance, finishing second in a field of eight teams.
Head Coach Paul Blankenship
said, "As a team, we had people who
were struggling and not playing on all
cylinders going into the tournament
Playing a lot of matches three days in
a row was good for the team's concentration and confidence, and I saw a lot
ofimprovementthroughoutthe lineup.
"Katie Nederveld, Shelly Mack and
Abby Daniels, in particular, really
seemed to come around, gain confidence and hit the ball well. The tournament brought out the best in all of
them, and all of them won all three of
their singles matches."
Daniels said, "We hadn't played
this many matches all at once this
semester, and I think playing three
days in arowreally helped my concentration.
"Competition got stiffer as the
matches wore on, but I improved a lot
each day and had a really good last
day."
Rice soundly defeated South Alabama 6-1 in the first round of play on
Friday, with their only loss by freshman Antonette Veloso at number one
singles.
"Antonette has been consistent
throughout the season and has played
very well," said Blankenship. "She
played at number one in the tourna-

ment and displayed a tremendous
amount of maturity for a freshman.
She faced stiff competition, but won
one match and turned in an impressive performance."
Veloso teamed up with Betsy
Nederveld in doubles, defeating Leslie
Dyess and Tanya Norris of South Alabama, 6-0,6-0.
The OwlswentontofaceTulanein
the semifinals on Saturday, clinching
the victory after singles play was completed towin, 5-1.
Having soundly defeated their first
two opponents, Rice entered the
championship match against Illinois
on Sunday with little experience in
doubles play.
"We didn't play well at one and
three doubles against Illinois because
we won our first two matches handily
and didn't have to play doubles. We
had only played one doubles match,
and that was in the first round against
South Alabama," said Blankenship.
"We had to come out here Sunday and
play doubles against Illinois, and that
really hurt us.
"The other thing that hurt us is the
fact that we've had to switch up our
doubles teams throughout the semester. Veloso and Betsy Nederveld have
been our only stable pair."
"I think we're one of the only
doubles teams that's been playing together throughout the semester, and
our playing styles complement one
another," said Betsy Nederveld. "We
enjoy ourselves while we're on the
court"
"My only disappointment in what
was a great tournament was our per-

formance at one and three doubles.
The kids we had in there didn't play up
to their capability," said Blankenship.
"Although that was the down side,
overall, I was extremely encouraged
by our showing in the tournament"
Rice fell to Illinois 54 to finish
second in the tournament
"We stayed pretty tough throughout the three days," said Betsy
Nederveld. "I think we really played
up our home court advantage, and it
was nice to have fans come out and
support the team."
The Owls, 1-2 in conference play
and 7-5 overall, have four conference
matches remaining, three of which
will be played on the road.
"The key area will be how well we
play on the road," said Blankenship.
"We must come in and hit like a herd
of locusts to counter their home court
advantage. That's just flat intensity
and motivation. We have a good
chance at a winning record if we play
up to our capability and are prepared
well mentally."
"I don't think we should lose a
match for the rest of the semester,"
said Daniels. "Our key match before
conference is againstTexas Christian
in Fort Worth. We're the underdogs,
but if everyone's playing well, we
should beat them.
"I think everyone's playing at a
good level after this tournament and
our ultimate goal is to go into the
conference tournament as the third or
fourth seed and not have to play one of
the top teams first round."
The Owls' next match is March 24
at Lamar.

Intramural Announcements
• Collegefloorhockey will begin on Tuesday, March 24th. Please check
with your sports rep for game dates and times.
• Men's college racquetbali championships will be Sunday, March 22nd
at 2 p.m. Teams will be contacted.
• All Saturday, March 21 co-ed Softball games will be played on Sunday,
March 22nd. See your schedule for game dates and times.
• Collegetrack and field meet will be held Saturday, April 4th. Track meet
helper lists are due Wednesday, March 25th. Track meet entries are due
Wednesday, April 1st. Call Lisa at 285-5398.
• Come pick up your forfeit fees.
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Men's track takes three events at home meet
by Erica Levine
At last Saturday's Rice/Coca-Cola
Invitational, the men's outdoor track
team showed a great deal of promise.
The Owls captured three events—the
half-mile, the mile, and the long jump.
"This meet definitely went well,"
said Raymond Davidson, the assistant
coach. "A lot of our strong competitors were at Nationals, so we weren't
as visible as we usually are. But we
competed welL"
Senior John Fowler, who won the
mile in 4:16, said, "Since half of our
team was at Nationals, most of our
people at the meet were distance runners. We made a good showing."
Keith Nunn captured the long jump
at 24' 7 3/4", beating out his closest
competition by nearly a foot
Another victory for Rice camefrom
Chris Caldwell. Caldwell's 1:42.2 halfmile earned him the gold with close to
three seconds on the runner-up.
Richard Toves picked up fourth in
the mile and fifth in the 3000 meter
steeplechase. Derek Gurnell earned
fifth in the400 meter, and Brent Maples
sped to fourth in the 800 meter. Nunn
grabbed fifth in the 100 meter.
In field events, Ivory Angello took
third in the long jump and fourth in the
triple jump. Kenneth Pinkston took
11th in the discus. Jimmy Golden took
eighth in the shot put and 14th in the
discus. Jeff Pope took home the bronze
in the high jump.
"I'mreally pleased," Davidson said.
"The team did very well as a whole.
And Jeff Pope, who injured his knee

1. Duke 28-2
16. Campbell 19-11
8. Texas 23-11
9. Iowa 18-10
5. Missouri 20-8
12. W. Virginia 20-11
4. Seton Hall 21-8
13. La Salle 20-10

EAST
6. Syracuse 21-9
11. Princeton 22-5
3. Massachusetts 28-4
14. Fordham 18-12
7. UNC-Charlotte 2 3 8
10. Iowa State 20-12
2. Kentucky 26-6
15. Old Dominion 15-14

indoors at LSU, has returned to competition. He's doing really welL"
"We'd like to place as high as we
did at the indoor Southwest Conference Championships—may be even go
one better and win. We'd like to make
a run atTexas, but that's pretty tough;
they have too many numbers. Right
now, we're trying to gear up for the
Texas Relays in early ApriL"
Fowler sees much improvement
ahead. "It's early in the season, and
we're tired. We're still doing a lot of

Women kick off outdoor season at TSU Relays
by John Garrett
The women's track team will travel
across town this weekend to compete
in the first event of the outdoor season, theTSU Relays. Rice finished the
indoor season second only to Texas
and is expected to contend with the
Longhorns and the Houston Cougars
for the outdoor title.
Head coach Victor Lopez said the
Owls will be a better team outdoors, as
indoor competition does not include
hurdles or throwing events, events in
which Rice expects to do welL Lopez
was very optimistic about with the
Owls' chances.
"Top to bottom this is the best
group we've has ever had. We had
great individual athletes in the past,
but this team has both good quality
and depth."
The talent Lopez refers to includes
All-American triple jumper Claudia
Haywood, jumper Sonya Henry and

Duke
Texas
Duke
Seton Hall
Missouri
Seton Hall

8. Louisville 18-10
9. Wake Forest 17-11
5. DePaul 2 0 8
12. New Mex. St. 23-7
4. Oklahoma 21-8
13. SW Louisiana 2 0 1 0

WEST
6. Georgetown 21-9
11. South Florida 19-9
3. Florida State 20-9
14. Montana 27-3
7. LSU 20-9
10. BYU 25-6
2. Indiana 23-6
15. East llinois 17-13

sprinter Desiree Woods, all of whom
expect to qualify for nationals. Woods
and Julie Jiskra, the Owls top distance
runner, will return to competition this
spring after missing the indoor season due to injuries. Lopez will ease
Jiskra and Woods back into competition, aiming to have them fully recovered in time for the conference meet.
The Owls will also feature strong
entries in the 400 hurdles with Pain
Brooks and Beth Haynes and in the
sprint events with Shelly Northover,
Woods, Nicole Wright,TeresaWoods,
and Michelle Lynch.
Freshman Valerie Tulloch will
make her debut in the javelin, where
she is expected to win the conference
title handily. Backing Jiskra in the
distance events will be freshman
standout Candace Lessmeister and
sophomore Julie Simpson.
After the TSU Relays, Rice will
host the Bayou Classic on March 28,
then travel to Austin the following
weekend for the Texas Relays.

NCAA Basketball
Tournament
Predictions
by Randy Block
Tom Harris
and Peter Howtey

Duke
Kentucky
Syracuse
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Kentucky
UNC-Charlotte
Kentucky

Duke
UCLA
1. UCLA 2 5 4
16. Robert Morris 19-11

hard work," he said. "Maybe at conference, we can make first. It's a long
shot, but we'll try."
The team's next meet is the Texas
Southern Relays, scheduled for today
and tomorrow. TSU has previously
boasted over 8000 fans and is known
for its sprints and relay.
"Well be trying to qualify people
all season," said Davidson. "If we stay
injury-free, we could have some of the
best relay teams in the nation. We'll do
our best"

UCLA
Wake Forest
UCLA
Oklahoma
DePaul
Oklahoma
UCLA
Indiana
Georgetown
Florida State
Florida State
Indiana
LSU
Indiana

Chris Caldwell pulls ahead of the pack on the way to a victory in the 800 meters.

Kansas
UT-EI Paso
Kansas
Michigan State
r
Michigan State
Cincinnati
Kansas
Arkansas
Memphis State
Arkansas

1992 National
Champions:

DUKE
Duke
Arkansas

Arkansas

use

I
Houston

use

1. Kansas 26-4
16. Howard 17-13
8. Evansville 24-5
9. UT-EI Paso 25-6
5. Michigan St. 21-7
12. SW Mo. St. 23-7
4. Cincinnati 25-4
13. Delaware 27-3

MIDWEST
6. Memphis St. 20-10
11. Pepperdioe 24-6
3. Arkansas 25-7
14. Murray State 17-12
7. Georgia Tech 21-11
10. Houston 25-5
2. USC 23-5
15. NE Louisiana 19-9

Arkansas
Ohio State
Ohio State
Connecticut
X
Ohio State
North Carolina

r

Alabama
North Carolina
Ohio State
clahoma State
Michigan
Arizona
Michigan
Oklahoma State
i
St. John's
Oklahoma State

1. Ohio State 23-5
~_| 16. Miss. Valley 16-13
8. Nebraska 19-9
9. Connecticut 19-9
5. Alabama 25-8
12. Stanford 18-10
4. North Carolina 21-9
13. Miami, Ohio 23-7

SOUTHEAST
6. Michigan 20-8
11. Temple 17-12
3. Arizona 24-6
14. E. Tenn. St. 23-6
7. St. John's 19-10
10. Tulane 21-8
2. Oklahoma St. 26-7
15. Georgia So. 25-5
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Jason Ogden brings competitiveness to the plate and classroom
Though he is playing outfield this season, he has been known in the past for
his ability as a pitcher. Lately, howSenior baseball playerJason Ogden ever, his arm has been troubling him,
speaks genuinely and puts people at and Ogden has doubts about whether
ease.
he will ever return to full-time pitchWell, perhaps he does not have ing.
this effect on everyone. When he
"I miss it a little," he conceded,
comes to plate, pitchers certainly are "but I'm enjoying playing outfield a
not at ease, espedally ifthey are aware
lot I think 111 want to stay a position
of his impressive statistics so far this player, just because hitting is what I
year.
really love about the game and I'd hate
Ogden leads the team with 33 hits, to give it up. If I specialized in pitch ing,
25 RBIs, and 16 stolen bases in 29 I'd have to stop hitting altogether."
games. He also sports a .306 batting
Still, he has not entirely closed his
average, a .352 slugging percentage, mind to pitching, particularly since
and a .957 fielding average. He has others, including his coach and interfive game-winning hits.
ested major league scouts, continue
"I like to hit," he said. "Hitting is to emphasize his abilities on the Jason Ogden
really the essence of the game for me, mound.
and I think it's probably one of my
"He could conceivably go either cases players for all pro teams, have
stronger points, too."
way," said Graham. "He has a major expressed interest in him.
Wayne Graham, Rice head base- league pitching arm, but at the same
"The major leagues are every kid's
ball coach, put it somewhat more time he is a very good position player, dream," said Ogden. "I've always sort
bluntly. Hesaid,"Jason isavery strong baserunner, and hitter. He is truly a of hoped to be in the majors, but I still
young man, one who can hit with complete player.
try not to get my hopes up too much,
power and usually does hit with
"Going back to pitching will be up not because I don't think I can do it,
power."
but because it would be so exciting
to him"
His career statistics attest to this
Scouts, who have had their eye on that I can't think about anything else."
power as well. Ogden boasts a .299 Ogden since he was in high school,
"My dad used to inform meoften of
batting average over the course of his have increased their interest now that the odds of getting into the majors,
first two seasons with Rice. In 86 games he is in his final season as a college but as time passed and I made real
in 1990 and 1991, he chalked up 91 player. According to Graham and progress, he started talking about it
hits, 54 RBIs, 17 doubles, five triples, Ogden, teams such as the Oakland like it was a real possibility."
and nine home runs.
Athletics, the Pittsburgh Pirates, and
Ogden's career in baseball began
Ogden's strengths are not limited the Kansas City Royals, as well as the when he was a mere five years old. As
Major League Scouting Bureau, which a teenager, he played for mighty
to how powerfully he wields a bat
Bellaire High School, one of Texas'
baseball powerhouses. In spite of
major league recruiting during his
senior year, he decided to attend San
SUPERSONIC TRAVELS & TOURS
Jacinto Junior College and play for
Graham, who at the time was coach2236 West Holcombe Blvd., Houston, TX 77030
ing there.
"Baseball wasn't certain then, even
Now in your neighborhood
less certain than it is n ow, and I wanted
to continue studying as well," said
Ogden.
After a year at San Jacinto, Ogden
decided to transfer to Rice.
for students and faculty
"I liked Coach Graham and the
players at San Jacinto a lot, but it was

by Terzah Ewing

We offer Special Fares

•

Lowest Fares and fast, dependable service
on domestic and international travel

•

Vacation packages to the destination of
your choice

•

Cruise packages

•

Rent-a-car and hotel reservations.

time to move on," he said.
Graham was sorry to see Ogden
leave, but said he knew that it was the
best path for him to take. And in the
end, Ogden's choice to transfer to
Rice benefited Graham in a direct way:
in his first year as head coach here, he
has been reunited with many of his
former players, including Ogden.
Ogden has nothing but praise for
Graham, whom he cited as one of the
major influences in his life and his
baseball career.
"Coach Graham has been the best
coach I've had because he tries to
develop his players as citizens, not
just on the field. He is not only a
baseball mastermind but also a great
motivator. He gets the most out of his
players, and I feel the team is a lot
better this year because of him," said
Ogden.
Ogden's father, who died a little
over a year ago, is another important
positive role modeL
"My dad was always the perfect
support in that he never criticized
unnecessarily,yetheahvaysgavegood
advice," said Ogden. "I liked to just
talk with him and he wasabigpartof
all of my decisions."
Ogden's decision to attend Rice,
where he is a managerial studies/
economics major, has been one of his
most successful, both athletically and
academically. His grade point average has hovered around 4.0, making
him the Rice athlete with the highest
grade point average.
"He downplays his scholastic
achievements," said Graham, "just like
he downplays some of his other abilities. But we're very proud of him."
"I try to turn my homework in on
time and I study whenever possible. I
have some trouble studying on the
road," Ogden admitted with a laugh.
"I compare playing a sport and going
to school with holding down a job and
goingto school. It'salotof extra work,
but you do it because you want to."
In contrast to schoolwork, sports

are fun to him. "I'm best at baseball,
but I love all sports. I enjoy basketball
and volleyball especially. It's the competition, I think. I even enjoy N intendo
games, just for the competition."
For this reason, Ogden said that it
would be agreat detriment to the Rice
community for the school to give up
Division I athletics.
"It's a ridiculous idea," he said adamantly. "I think that IVe learned as
much as an athlete as I have as a
student You learn so many social skills
on an athletic team, things like teamwork, communication. These things
are so important in the business world
and just in life in general."
Ogden's coach and teammates attest to his importance to the team as a
leader and a friend.
"Jason is just an all-around nice
guy," said Joe Racina "He's a talented
guy and a hard worker."
"He's a real leader," said Graham.
"He trains hard and is an example to
the other players."
Ogden brushed aside suggestions
that he is a leader.
"If I am looked up to, I think it's
because I do what the coach says and
try to work hard," he said.
At present, Ogden is in what he
considers a batting slump. His average, which for the first few games of
the season was above .400, has now
dipped to .306.
"I'm trying to work out of it," he
said. "Fortunatelytheteamasawhole
is doing really well, so I don't feel as
responsible as I otherwise would."
Also, a slump for Ogden is what
many other players would consider
an achievement. Racina put it succinctly when he said, "One man's trash
is another man's treasure."
Graham has virtually no c o m
plaints about Ogden's performance.
"He comes as close to giving 100
percent as I think is possible for a
player at this level," he said.
And you just can't get much better
than 100 percent
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Baseball player Jason Ogden follows the ball with his eyes and follows through with his bat during a game at Cameron Field
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Haywood jumping at chances to succeed
by Laura Boms
When Victor Lopez, the Rice
women's track coach, offered a scholarship to triple jumper Claudia
Haywood, he was taking a chance.
However, that calculated risk has paid
off handsomely.
A1988 graduate of Bellaire High,
Haywood had a solid, but less than
spectacular track record. Lopez recalled, "I noticed Claudia in her junior
year when she began to place in the
top three of the meets she was competing in. In her senior year she continued to do well but her marks were
nothing special."
Lopez's wife, however, worked at
Bellaire at the time and knew that,
although her marks were not outstanding, Claudia Haywood was.
Haywood maintained a3.8high school
GPAand was the recipient of Bellaire's
academic achievement award in both
1987 and 1988. In light of his wife's
high opinion of Haywood, Lopez decided to go to Bellaire High to speak
with the assistant principal about
meeting the young woman he was
hearing so much about
It was a decision Lopez never regretted, as he too became an avid
Haywood fan.
"I liked her as soon as I met her,
her build was good for a triple jumper
and her personality and charm won
me over immediately. Although after
watching her practice I realized that
her technique was bad and she was
undertrained, I recognized that with
her size and attitude she had a lot of
potential," he said.
Because the women's track program had so little money, it was difficult to take such a chance on the basis
of pure raw talent Lopez and assistant
coach Jim Bevan decided to go for it
anyway and have never looked back.
Haywood, now a senior at Rice,
has improved her triple jump mark by
five and half feet since high school.
She has qualified for the NCAA
Championships three times, once indoors and twice outdoors, and is a
two-time Southwest Conference
champion indoors.
These feats are even more impressive in light of the nagging injuries
that she has faced throughout her
career. Currently enjoying her first
truly healthy season, Haywood has
recorded her most impressive accomplishments to date: winn ing the indoor
National TAC Championships and
placing second at the N CAA Championships in Indianapolis, both within
the last two weeks.
No one expected Haywood to perform poorly. Both coaches and team
mates describe her as being a very
strong, intense competitor.
In fact, Lopez cited her competitiveness as one of her best qualities,
saying, "Claudia is not necessarily the
fastest most explosive or technically
proficienttriplejumper competing, but
she has the drive, attitude and intelligence to win."
With the outdoor track season approaching, both Haywood and her
coaches are optimistic
Said Bevan, "Claudia has a good
feel for her body, she is very focused
and a great competitor. I could not ask
for anything more of her. She is improving every day and I guarantee she
will be a much better athlete by the
outdoor season."
As for Haywood, she plans to "go
for the gusto" in outdoor competition,
declaring that "it's scary now because
the rules havechanged so that qualifying for the indoor NCAA Championships does not automatically qualify
an athlete for the outdoor championships. Everyone has to qualify again
and the standards are even higher. I
would just like to qualify as early as
possible so that I can relax and enjoy
the remainder of the season."
This probably wont pose much of
a problem for Haywood, especially
since she knows that with the outdoor
championships being held in Austin,
herentirefamily would be there to see
her.
That would mean a lot to Haywood,
whose family is very important!© her.
"It would be great to have my fam-

Claudia Haywood

ily there because they are always behind me 100 percent If I don't call
themfroma meet to tell them how I
did, they all leave messages on my
answering machine telling me to make
sure I call them the second I get in.
They were really excited about my
performance at Nationals," she said.
Haywood is also quick to mention
how supportive her teammates have
been. "They have been great There is
never jealousy, animosity or competition between us, just good wishes and
encouragement"
That thecare and respect Haywood
feels for her team is mutual became
readily apparent upon speaking with
teammate Sonya Henry, another tal-

ented jumper.
"There are so many good things I
have to say about Claudia. We have
been togetherfromthe start and I am
so happy for her success because I
know how hard she works and how
dedicated she is. No matter what happens to her, she is always there for
everyone else. And when she isnt
doing well her primary concern is not
that people are beating, her but rather
that she's not doing her part for the
team," said Henry.
Active in both the SCA and in her
Church, Haywood emphasized the
importance of God in her life. "I give
all the credit for my accomplishments
to God and Jesus Christ my Lord who
have blessed me with this talent so
that others can see Him in me. Athletics are just another way of serving
God."
Haywood is uncertain about her
plans after graduation next year.
Graduate school, working, or competing in track on an international level
are all possibilities. Women's triple
jump has been introduced to international competition for the first time
ever this year and will become an
Olympic event in 1996, so both Lopez
and Bevan agree that "Claudia has the
talent and potential to compete internationally."
And with a fifth year at Rice and
two outdoor seasons remaining,
Haywood's college career is far from
over.
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Friday,
March 20

• Harwzen TG, 4-6 p.m.
• WRC film, BiH& Ted's Excellent Adventure, and Roadrunner.

Saturday,
March 21

• Men's Tennis, Rice/Gulf Coast Invitational (through Sunday).
• Rugby vs. Houston III.

• BEER-BIKE.
• The Mystery of Ectoin DroodSti Musical Dinner Theatre.
. RONDOIET.
Monday,
March 23

Wednesday,
March 25

Thursday,
March 26

• Preregistration for undergraduates tor fall, through Friday.
• Jewish Heritage Week, through the 27th. Lunch and talk with
Rabbi Sterward Federow, "IntroductiontoJudaism," at noon
in the 2nd floor conference room, RMC. See n&n as well.
• DEADLINE: sophomores file majors with the registrar.
• Lunch and talk with Eugene Lief, "Soviet Jewry as Seen from
the US," at noon at the 2nd floor RMC Conference Room.
• Rice Players' An Evening of One Act Plays—through the 28th.
• Lunch and a talk with Dr. Michael Maas from the History Dept.,
same place and time as yesterday.
• SRC Theatre, The Mystery of Edwin Drood—through the 28th.
• Wiess Theatre, Helio Hamlet.

Sayonara, y'all n&n
THE MARCH ISSUE of The Pink Triangle is out-are you? To obtain a copy or
for information about GALOR call Cory
at 528-5765.
SALLYPORT AWARD nomination
deadline: 5 p.m. Friday, March 27.

THE STUDENT AFFILIATES of the
American Chemical Society will hold an
undergrod research symposium on April
13, open to undergrade doing chemically related research. Pick up applications from Sue Friend in Butcher Hall
2 2 0 A Prizes will be awarded.

JEWISH heritage week ( w e calendar):
• Movie, Avaion, in Kyle Morrow Room,
Fondren Library, 7 p.m. Monday.
» Lunch in the Miner Lounge at noon on
Tuesday.
• Movie, The Frisco Kid , at 7 p.m. in the
Kyle Morrow Room on Thursday.

GETTING JACKED OC? The Office of
Residence Life, recently moved to the
RMC, can help with listings for many
Houston housing areas. Come to find a
roommate or to get free Renters' Guides,
brochures, and tenant information. Call
Danielle McWiDiams at X4867.

"ASIAN COMMUNISM: WHAT NOW,"
a lecture by Brantfy Womack of Northern Illinois University. March 26, 4:30
p.m. in Sewall Hall 309.

SEE La Ptrgola De Las Flores March 27,
and 2 8 in Hamman Hall. For further
info contact the Spanish office at X3238.

THINKING OF AN MBA? What are the
benefits? What do schools look for?
What arc the costs? What are the programs like? Come to an informational
»essk>n with Stephen Zeff, professor of
Accounting and pre-business advisor,
Wednesday, March 25, 7 p.m. in 117
Herring Hall.
KEYS FOUND. Several sets of keys
have been turned in lately. Call X4079.
TEACH SOMEONE to read. The RSVP
Adult Literacy Program needs volunteers in Houston this summer, 2-4
flexible hours a week. Training will be
March 31 & April 1, 7-9:30 p.m. (both
sessions required). Call BekraatX6044.
TEACH SOMEONE English. The RSVP
Employee ESL Program needs volunteers to teach English as a Second Language to Rice employees this summer,
2 lunch hours per week. Training is
April 6 & 7, 7-9:30 p.m. (both evenings
required). Call Bekra at. X6044.
THE HEALTH EDUCATION OFFICE is
taking applications for College Health
Representatives. If you have an interest
in prevention of disease or health issues
please apply. Applications available in
the Office or at the Student Activities
Office, RMC Cloisters, deadline March
23. Call X5194 for info.

THE SPANISH DEPARTMENT encourages students to sign up for the fall
semester abroad in Santiago, Chile.
Application deadline is 4 / 1 / 9 2 . For
further info, call Beverly in the Spanish
office, X3238.
"GHOSTBUSTING: Post Medieval
Studies," a lecture by Notre Dame His
tory Professor Kathleen Biddick. March
2 0 at 4 p.m. in Sewall hall room 303.
Career Services:
• "Researching Companies," with Peggy
Shaw of the Jones School Library at
Jones School library. 7 p.m. March 24.
• Career Advisor application deadline.
Learn all there is to know about resumes, cover letters, and pizza! Interviews: March 30-April 3.
• Joint Venture Internship informational
meeting, CSC Conference Room. Application deadline: April 3.
• LIBERAL ARTS CAREER FAIR, 3 5
p.m. on April 1 in the RMC Grand Hall.

The incoming b.p.e/s have cordially requested that everyone submit lots in the
coming weeks since they'll have enough
trouble laying it out Misclass
What I learned from SL Patrick:
Green beer-green chunks.
From the home office under the steps
ofChemLec:Top lOreasonstheGSA
Men's team will win Beer-Bike this
year
10. Breakthrough development of
Buckminsterfullerene-doped wheel
bearings.
9. SPAC researchers confirm—it's
written in the stars! It's our destiny!
8. Lone Star Bock has more protein,
more power!
7. Our new 12-meter catamaran hull
design...no, wait, that's why we're
going to win the America's Cup.
6. The "inadvertent" duplication of a
set of Valhalla keys allows our chug
team to practice every waking minute.
5. T h o s e Biochem students really
c o m e up with s o m e doozies when
they don't pay attention to the DrugFree Schools and Workplaces Act,
don't they?
4. Crucial inside information is constantly being supplied by our "deep
cover" agent on the Hanszen chug
team.
3. Each losing team g e t s to drink free
beer at Valhalla for a week.
2. Each winning team member g e t s
to stop drinking free beer at Valhalla
for a week.
1. The entire Will Wee and Jones bike
teams are taking Physics Lab this
semester and doing very well—or
are they?
From the home office in the Thresher
photo department: T h e Top 10 most
eyebrow-raising phrases:
10. Well, look who got himself elected
President of the United States! Mr.
Butt-sex himself!
9. She's a much better kisser than
her dad.
8. Would you like a second helping of
pork, Rabbi?
7. For their size, hamsters kick up a
hell of a fuss.
6. She's a much better kisser than
her four-year-old brother.
5. Corpses are just more fun.
4. Another hamburger, Mr. Patel?
3. And coming around the final turn
of the last lap, Sid Rich is in the lead!
2. I'm a great butt-kicker..
1. Honey, can Mr. Dahmer babysit
tonight?

EVERYBODY] The Office of Residence
Life is moving to the RMC and is accepting listing* for housing options for the
Rice community. Yours will be included.
Call Danielle at X4867.

A word to the wise:
Don't throw vomit on the Thresher
staff, Tom!

RICE DANfcE THEATER presents First
Step, a student-choreographed dance
concert 8 p.m. March 26-28. For reservations call 6 6 4 - 1 5 9 8 or 630-8957.

T h e bachelor grinds his chocolate
by himself."
Must be how Hersheygot started.

At Willy's birthday party:
"Wow, youVe g o t a big piece."
and later
"I dare ya, I dare ya to have s e x with
an electron."

At Sid:
"You are not leaving this building
without a banana."
When they say, "Sorry, a system error just occurred," why don't they
just
say,
"You're
jacked,
motherfucker—your computer has
no memory of anything you just told
it"?

"What the hell, Peter? I'm just your
photo whore!"
At Wiess:
"Kiss me, I'm Irish!"
"Fuck me, I'm German!"

Who has the right to DICKtate what
g o e s on the Backpage?
It's really pathetic that I have to be
censored on my last issue.

"Sometimes talking for mathematicians and engineers is hard."
—Prof Massey, ELEC 241

Recycled Misclass from the April 1,
1981 Thresher. \
"To t h e s c u m b a g w h o took my
prosthetic arm from Sewall 303 between noon and 2 p.m. last Monday:
I hope that you g o to hell and catch a
cold for being so mean. You can keep
the drugs stashed inside, butthe rest
is of great sentimental value. You
can't use it anyway, so w h y don't you
return it to me (PKG, W i e s s 413 or
Phed D e p t ) , and do something nice
for once in your wretched life?"

"Kennedy w a s a doughnut"
—POLI318
Preview to next week's commentary
on the Second National Conference
on Genetics, Ethics, and Religion,
which met to discuss the $6 billion
Human G e n o m e Project and the
consequent $100 million ethics study
"We'd be l e s s concerned about getting into people's g e n e s if w e were
too busy getting into each other's
pants. Group s e x is cheaper and a lot
more exciting."
W i e s s freshman:
"I knew it! I've been violated by a
spoon!"
"If they knock off Ernie and Bert I'm
really going to be upset."

Fact: 23 artificial limbs were found
during t h e 1988 O k t o b e r f e s t in
Munich and never claimed.
I had fun; I laughed, I cried, it was
better than Cats; I'm out of here; sorry
about the survey.
—Heidi K. Huettner
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Watch out! Health Services may be
getting jacked! classified ads
HELP WANTED
TOP STUDENTS:formarketing Prep
Courses, earn free course and money.
Send cover letter and proof of grades to:
Course Reps, P.O. Box 31818, Houston, Texas 7 7 2 3 1 .
THE HEALTH EDUCATION OFFICE is
now interviewing for the position of
office assistant for the 1992-93 school
year. Duties indude basic office maintenance such as copying, answering
phones, cleaning office, etc. Organizational skills helpful for upkeep of filing
system. Knowledge of Macintosh programs required, especially Microsoft
Word and Aldus Pagemaker. Sense of
design and creativity useful because
duties also include creating fliers and
brochures.
If interested, please call 285-5194 to
set up an interview.
HELP WANTED-PART TIME. Office
work. Computer experience necessary,
bookkeeping/accounting background a
plus. Flexible hour*.
Call 6 6 8 - 8 8 7 3 .
IJEGAL ASSISTANT for small law firm
in Galleria area. Duties include xeroxing,
filing, light typing, running errands and
other general office tasks. Must have
own transportation. Sophomore preferred. 5.50/hr, Call Stephanie at 621 1810.

FEMALE STUDENT ART photographer
needs couples to model nude—NOT
pornographic. Age, race, appearance,
orientation unimportant. Call Adrienne
526-4136.

FURNISHED APARTMENT in the Village. Minimum two months, maximum
four months during the period May 1 August 31. $ 3 5 0 + bills. Call 522-5821
or 527-4890.

ROOM AND BOARD FREE this sum
mer. Must have person (prefer female)
to stay with children while paren ts worknice residential in 1 9 6 0 area. 5803 6 8 0 or 440-5608.

UNFURNISHED THREE BEDROOM,
2 bath, 2 story duplex. Sleeps 4. Sun
Rm. 2 fireplaces, W/D connections.
4 3 2 1 Greeley.
Water paid. 6' cedar fenced back yard.
$900/Mo. Tel. 528-0303, Evenings
668-9005.

$40,000/YR! READ BOOKS and TV
Scripts. Hll out simple "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 2 4 Hour Recording 801-3792 9 2 5 Copyright ITX25KEB
MANAGER FOR RICE VOLLEYBALL
team. Female student, VB experience a
plus. Must have weekday afternoons &
weekends free for the 1992-93 school
year. Free travel & financial compensations. Call Debbie 9 527-4077.

FOR SALE/RENT
APARTMENT
CLEANING
SPECIAL
$25.00
664-4761
LAST CHANCE! Brooks Brothers tweed
blazers, After Six wool & silk tux, size 3 9
jackets, 3 2 pants. Call Dave at 5247 4 4 0 and make your best offer.

CORRESPONDING CONNECTIONS
specializing in the research and preparation of reports, theses, term papers
and technical data. For further information and prompt personal service, contact Ilene or Julie at 867-5911 or Fax
784-3291

MISCELLANEOUS
"I AM" Ascended Master Instruction
Free weekly 3 0 minute
telephone broadcasts
590-7231.
CASH FOR YOUR USED LEVI'S. Up to
ten dollars. Please call 464-LEVI.
LEARN & EARN. Ground-floor opportunity for the right student Solid income potential, flexible hours, 100%
company support No inventory, no false
promises. 5 generations of income. Cater
to the lucrative travel/auto industry.
Call today, 713-363-4733.

f
Get A Head.
Call

686-5500

to get an early start on
summer test preparation.
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
We Score More!
The Princeton Review is not affiliated with ETS or Pnnceton University

SWASl

